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St11dents Voice Complaints
f)v·er Architecture Troubles
P1•nny Wronski
Lobo Htuff Writer

Htudnnt grh•vcmCilil have
Htrfac·c•d in n•cl'nt months since a
fH•nrC'h eommiUrn was fonnl•d to
find a nt>W rll•an for the ar·
l'hil<•f'turt• dPpart.nwnt.
!)pan Mort,nn lloppenfpld of
tiH•
urc•hitPrt.ur!' dc~partm1mt.
rP'1ignPcL
1Ii.4 rPsignation
hN'Oliii'S pffct'tivP at. t.hc• end of
llH~ ~wnu~(lt.l.'r-

HoppPllf"lcl who huH lwl.'n dcfan
"l f llf• ardlit PI' I urr• t!Pparlnwnt
~·,inre• il1JPf~an fi't..'P ~'P:tl'fi ago nairl.
h•· will h1· goinr~ into private
pr;u·t i•·• · in Vi' ao;hington and
1P:whing planuing at. Howard
~ ~nh.·4~l'~dty.

'\. ··•Pardt c·ommit.tPc• to SE>leet
1!w w•w d'·:w wm; formNI Fc•b !.

"The
students
at the is bad. The lighting is bad, the
university feel that there is not air is bad, the windows don't
mnugh nmphisis devoted to open; there is no natural ven·
eourses in architectual design, tilation.
history and in theory,"
"So far the program is
challen~o.oing and exciting. We can
MeConnell said.
McCuen said,''They fill he the best if we get the right
positions for Htudio (courses) direction. I would like to see it
with faculty that are not qualified grow and be a part of it," he said.
Joan Schmidt, a senior
to t1•ach studio.
We need a
('rPat.ive environment wiLh a level ~1aid,"We want to get into solar
of en!'rgy for fresh ideas, systems. We want to get into
t.hinking and <'Xperimenting, he what is going on here in the state.
"Hoppenfeld was a good dean,
said, this is the time to mrprriment bt~<·au!le, whPn you are hut hi\ didn't have the aupport of
out in your prof('flsion you don't t.hl' spnior fat•ulty; the junior
faeulty wt•re hiH advisom," she
get the opportunity."
'!'om Degnan. a sophomore Haid.
"I'm going to miss Mort he is
said, "Tiw studio i~ deplorable
an excelent teacher," Schmidt
right up to the graduate wing.
Htayin1; hPre thr1w nights a Wl'llk flUid.

A & S IJean Candidates
Visit
in Detroit is scheduled to visit

By Jan a Aspin
Lobo Stuff Writer
The Univerr:~ity is in the
process of reviewing ap·
plicants for the position of
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
Suzanne Glor, executive
secretary for Joel Jones,
associate provost of academic
affairs, said the new dean will
probably be chosen at the end
of this semester.
Applicants are meeting with
university administrators and
Arts and Sciences faculty
during the next two weeks.
Sam Brown, a professor and
chairman of psychology at the
University of Missouri in
Columbia visited the campus
Wednesday and Thursday.
,_ _;;..·J~aylor of Wayne State

UNM on Monday and
Tuesday. He is a professor of
biology and chairman of the
department there.
The only woman of the four
applicants, Donna Ger·
stenberger will travel from
Seattle to be reviewed for the
position. She is ~ professor of
English and chairs the
department at the University
of Washington.
A professor of anthropology
at the University of Texas in
San Antonio, Richard Adams,
will visit UNM on May 13 and
14. He was dean of the College
of II nmanities und Social
Sciences at UT. He is an
overseas fellow of Churchill
College
in
Cambridge,
England.

ll;mi Hob•·rt I ll'si<l!•rio, of the
l.av: St•honl i11 the rommitt.!'e

duinu;m Tlw otlu·r m'•mbers of
<li•' ''"llll'>iitl'l' an• arehit<'<:turP
pr"lt"·•!·:ur lJon 1'. Fkhl(•gri;
"': ,.,,·ia1" architPctun• profe•mm·n
V\, illiam .1
l'iit;mhiHla am!
l:ieh:ml ~1. Nordhau•J; Enid
UI.P;;ard,
a i~>etun·r: l'al
~U!·hartl~..

a

Jo:'tll

art.~hitttct:

'L>Jif l'!l '\1aJ110f. H't',Pnt; ('a!'hl.
f\1d 'nmwi iilld !'lmdt Md'un~·.
;;r:uhmt1• ·:twlentn.
S!' hk•gt•l said th~· committee
lmd !'Pt'Piv!•d about ·1Ci ap ·
plirations.
I le•JidPrio said. "They (tiH'
<'Otnmitteel havP narrowed the
li~;t dnwn to about 12 candidates.
"Tim list will be reduced again
and thoue candidates will be
invit1•d to th(' campus to meet
with everyone, faculty and
students."
Tlll'n a recommendation will be
made to President William K
I )avis, Desiderio said.
The candidate will have to be
approvNl by th!' Hoard of
Rt•w•nts.
The students have been taking
the opportunity to express their
1-,'l'ievE•nces to th1• search com·
mit tee.
McConnell said. "We're a small
sehool with under 300 studt•nts.
The faculty ha~1 a variety of
i!!li'Psts. W1• don't have the basic
enursP» in drafting and ren·
tiering. whkh is tht• main paint of
ront1•ntion."
Hlw said, "The faculty says
TV I offer<'s lower division
courses fiO, why should we offer
them when we can offer upper
division l'ourses.
II

Senate Votes on Co-op
And Interpreter Costs
A n·,:~•lut ion ul atint~ thnt I iw
'1-l ('hild ~ 'an• CtHljl "•.Juml!l

fJiff.i;naan

!lrH'"Z<l

not

hn:t-'~)

r.nonies
:\Sl!NM.
lw allowrd to rmnain in !\.1t•";n
,J <!l'oh,:mJ Htatn! that the
Vh<t a Hall" and one asldn;: tlw .\H'iim:a tiv:> Aet ion Programs are
UN M
adm inist.ratiou
!or · only
part
of tlw ad·
rehnbursement of Htud£•nt funds minh;! ration,'· and dt•clined to
used to pay for a 1kaf fornw1· 1'rmsidPr his next 8tep if tht• funds
HPnatm·'s intE•rprett•i'~l WPr!' both are not n•imhur11ed. "I'd like to
passpd unanimonHly hy the work on this (the problem of
obtaining reimburSE~ment) in a
ASUNM Senate W<'dnesday.
Th£! resolution supporting the positive light," he said, "and
co·op states that the co-op, then I'll think about it (his next
"being firmly established, does step),"
The senate also upheld, 3-10
not wish to move because of the
extreme
difficulties
of with two abstentions, ASUNM
relo(:ation," and thut "no President Mario Ortiz' veto of the
alternative area which is ac- senate's appropriation last week
ceptable" to the co-op "has been of $1,000 for a possible ASUNM
senatorial rerun election.
guaranteed."
The ASUNM Student Court
The other resolution asks for has decided that a rerun election
$639.70 that the senate ap· must be run by tomorrow
propriated in the 1979 fall because the April 8·9 general
semester for then Sen. Norm election was unfair. An appeal of
Dawson's interpreters. The UNM that decision by the ASUNM
adininistration has reimbursed Elections Commission is exDawson for the interpreters used pected to be formally filed with
the Student Standards and
tltis semester.
Th<' senate had passed a Grievance Committee this week,
resolution earlier this semester which will prevent the committee
calling for reimburs<'ment of from being found in "Contempt of
those funds but a letter received court.
Also, a bill appropriating $95
by Sen. Steve Jacobson from
Bernie Sanchez, director of to pay for the deficit of the
UNM's Affirmative Action Women On Campus organization
~~r_<>_wams
states that the was rejected seven to eight.
u~;;
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Economics Affect Student's Choices of Majors
By Helen Gnussoin
Lobo Staff Writer
The tight job market has
prompted more and more
University of New Mexico
students to choose a major for its
"economic payoff," a university
sociology professor says.
Dr. Harold Meier, associate
professor of sociology, says
students over the last 10 years
have become more job conscious
because a college degree no
longer insures employment as it
did in the late '60s.
Dr. William Peters, dean of the
Robert 0. Anderson School of
Management, says enrollment in
the business school has climbed
30 percent in the last three years.
According to Richard Cady of
Institutional
Research,
the
colleges of Engineering and
Management have the "greatest
enrollment pressure."
In the 1979 student profile,
Cady reports enrollment is
slightly down in the colleges of
Arts and Sciences and Education
and has sharply declined in the
College of Fine Arts and the
School of Architecture and
Planning.
Although he agroos the job
market influences the students
major choice, he suys the market
is an "imperfect predictor."
Between 1950 and 1970 the
United States experienced great
industrial and commercial ex·
pansion but since then growth
has stopped and the economy is
in a "period of stagnation and
consolidation.," Meier says.

Kristie Zahm, who attended with living a certain lifestyle and
UNM in 1969, says when she businesses are not so uptight, so
majored in physical education 10 there is less confrontaton.
years ago she wasn't thinking Students and businesses are
beginning to see each other's
about possible jobs.
Now she is studying respiratoy views," Peters says.
Gross says the need for
therapy at a vocational school.
engineers
goes beyond the next
Ann Foland says she earned a
psychology degree in 1971 10 years.
The
advancement
of
because she "couldn't thin.'k of
technology
in
the
United
States
anything else to do" and had
has increased the job market for
already started the field.
engineers,
he says.
But the degree was a "com·
Dr.
Nathaniel
Wollman, dean
plete waste as a job source," she
the
College
of Arts and
of
says and she is now taking
Sciences,
says
improved
em·
journalism courses "because I
can make a career out of it and I ployment opportunities for
engineering and business majors
really like it.''
Meier says students of 10 years has caused a shift of enrollment
ago "didn't have to worry about from arts and sciences to those
jobs" and more students were fields.
Enrollment in the College of
enrolled in "soft disciplines" like
Arts
and Sciences has dropped to
history and English.
"The business school almost 15.6 percent from 19.1 percent in
went out of business and the last five years.
"The shift represents oc·
engineering was way down," he
cupatonal
opportunity,''
says.
W
oilman
says.
Since 1974 the percentage of
He says students are more
undergraduates in engineering
interested
in vocational training
has increased to 6.3 percent from
than
"a
college
education for the
3. 9 percent and the percentage in
business has increased to 3.4 sake of a broad liberal
educational background."
percent from 1. 7 percent.
"There is a failure to ap·
Peters says today's economic
predate
the kind of knowledge
climate
helped
increase
that
leads
to a successful life,'' he
enrollment in the business school
says.
but a change in social climate
Meier says, "The intellectually
helped as well.
He and Dr. William Gross, curious student is a very rare
He has almost
dean of the College of specimen.
disappeared."
·
·
"the
Engmeermg,
agree d
Students take classes "with
establishment" was more
the
naive notion every course
disliked in the early '70s and late
should
be directly instrumental
'60s than it is now.
.
in
getting
a job," he says.
"Students are less concerned'

He says the studPnts view is
"narrow and unrealistic."
Wollman says enrollment in
anthropology and phaosophy has
dropped but mathematics is up
because many jobs require some
understanding of math."
Meier says students do not
understand that companies need
"highly literate <'mployees with o.
well-rounded education.
"The student n<'eds to have the
t•apacity to be resourceful," he
says.
Dean David Darling of the
College of Education says
teaching opportunities are down
but "jobs are available if people
are willing to go where they !If(!,"
He says the teacher shortage
predicted for 1983 will push
enrollment at the college back up.
ACT figures show education as
the intended major for incoming
UNM freshmen has fluctuated
between 13 percent in 1969 and 7
percent in 1979.
The percentage of freshmen
intending to major in business
and political fields has increased
to 18 percent from 13 percent in
the last decade.
Arts and humanities have
steadily declined after they
peaked in 1971, and engineering
has steadily climbed after an
early '70s dip.
Gross says the dip was caused
by an economic recession and bad
publicity when the U.s.
government cut back the space
program.
Dean of the College of Fine
Arts Donald McRae says
• enrollment has dropped 2 percent

over the last four or fiv() years.
1'his relative stability in the
UNM fine arts college is bemuse
of "two or tlm:!t' very strong
programs that continue to a ttraet
students,'' he say:>.
Martha Lopl.'z, a !.heater artB
major, says a Ntudent'R major
d<'pends on tht• Jifpstyl!• hE• wants
to have.
Expressing little conct•rn over
ht•r job futurl', slu• says. ''I'd
rather have my art."
D<'an Morton Hoppt>nfpld of
the Sehool of Architt•dure and
Planning says enrollment is down
in the school b<'cause of a n•t~Pnt
"conscious effort" to lower it.

He sayfl the school had to eut
back because it had more
students than the facilities could
handle.
Peters says the present in·
crease in business majors may
continue for another two years
but "over five y<'ars things could
change quite a bit."
W oilman says no one can tell
when the trend toward "pracLkal
jobs will change again, but it
will.
Meier described the trend as a
pendulum swinging back after
reaching a peak in the late '60s.
He said he had only 10
students in his social change
class during the summer session.
He held the course during thll
summer because he couldn't get
five students for it during the
regular session, he says .
"In 1969, I would have had
50."
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Letters
UNM Black Students Should Not be Intimidated by BSU
~~wambl!!m

fly 0;1i!

lli 1'.J','C;, l,tlfl';::;f·.',, ~ 1.fJiJI h~~COi'nH

{1

,.,t;J?r-i~lt .

tv.! • nr~', ftl>< qu~;p t;Y .Johrwon
<~·;n n ~:J· .i~ un 11 i hl\.' (:t:tp aod paper
'l' 'W'J. I will ;r•l!l th!' r;mb> of r,oiiO\Jf.i
rJr;Jdi.Jdt• ··;

/\:,<! 'Nith tli!"L' wn•:ks rnmainin(J

L·ntnnnn ttH• llronl world," I
!1:1'1' • r<>flu:tr:d npr m sixteen years
•1f tlll!lli<: !'rill''fltinn nnd twvo comn
f)()OW

unirnpurtant. Quite tt·lu
Evn rydoy oxpork;n c;r;r_;

clnsr;room are vital and
in personal develop

n~ent.

But let not thenn experiences
oJ:c!lr at the expenr,o of equ~lly vital

lH~kHr'

tfl

uthem, are:
r:~ ,rltr ary.
I.Hil'"if!n thn
inv<liuabln

tlnplnasnnt r::onclusions.

Pmhilps I am ovcrrr.acting,
be<:aus11 as an omployr.e of two
nnw;;pupers, I am in contact with
1111plrmsontries moro often than
wmoone who is not so c;lose to the
news of the day. I wish that were

tnm.
But it is precisely a lack of
reacting that has created a
frightoning
reality
concerning
educntion: It just isn't very im·
portnnt to mnny people anymore.
When it c;omes to priorities,
formal education is falling behind.
Somowhere along the line, learning
han taken a low position on the
totem pole.
Thiro ir; cmtninly not to say that
"dl!r:;•tion oecurs only within four
walh, or that nfffJCtivn experiences,
•,qr:h m; learning how to mlate to

anrl
invaluabln
r.ognitivo
tleveloprnent·-reacJing,
writing,
hi5tory, gnowaphy--learning which
dorm occur within four walls.
For, as this lax attitude toward
coun1ttve development
perpetuates, a dangerous domino
reaction is occurring:
State legislatures don't find the
education of our youth as even a
semHmportant
priority,
as
educators are expected to teach
our young to read, to write, to act
as parents and counselors in sex
education, drivers education, drug
education, to fill in psychological,
sociological, emotional voids, to
grade papers, to instill confidence,
to keep young people turned on,
tuned in six hours a day, five days a
week. And what is the" incentive? A
meager starting salary of $10,000 or
$11,000 a year at most levels. The
truth is, educators simply are not
paid nearly enough for the job they
do.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

@fiAT YO!} 5EE IN fF?IJNT OF YOfJ
15 A t/FfiTIME OF CA/?ER.!L..R&SEARCH. Ff?IJM "TV G/Jil?E"W rrrr~
''i?EA!JfR'S PIGI35T" 70 THe I'
!.ffA!?INe AIRJ./N/3 MAGAI
2/NES, I'Y/3 ta=rNO

SO YOU 5[f, MR Rt/JftRN,
(JJ!£N I IJ5E FAC75 ANO
F/6/JRfS, I'Ve !JOT THG
· /JOCIJMIWTATION 7D !3ACK
/ THeM t!P MTH.

PA6£3
t!Nfl/J?NEP.
/

OH.. aJEtL..,

ACTTJAUY,
JHATONE'S
RET/Ref?.

/

T!w next domino frJih: Tqrfay's

di!;il!usionod with tho
unrm11i~;tic demands placed upon
them, do nnt find education of
much impor!Llnr:e nither. Ttmy bi.l~>e
promotion on the size of the
student's body rather than on the
size of his or her knowledge. They
push kids through, they don't make
waves, they keep students occupied with busy work until it is
time to send them on.
Until, finally, some 21 • or 22·
year-old is forced to swallow his
pride and beg, "Stop II can't read. I
can't write."
He isn't alone: One in five adult
Americans is functionally illiterate.
Closer to home: Fifty-seven percent
of UNM freshmen are enrolled in
basic skills reading programs which
are at the eighth-grade level.
Another domino falls: We, as
America's youth, do not find
stretching our minds of much
importance either. Even at an elitist
institution such as the University,
we complain when required to
maintain a mere 2.0 grade-point·
average to stay off probation. We
couldn't care less about learning a
foreign language. We protest that a
two-week drop period is insufficient
o;rlucator~.

energy. But most importantly,
learning takes a lot of desire.
As a wise individual told me
recently, knowledge is an infinite
qualitv of which we select a tiny bit
over our lifetime to sample.
Looking back over four years at
UNM, I must say my educational
samples were much more than
adequate. I had to work hard at
learning and I resent the fact that
many assume this institution is a
playground.
We, as a socie"ty, must get our
priorities back in order, lest
ignorance becomes the norm.
Education must take its place at the
top of the totem pole.
Thomas Jefferson said it best: "I
think by far the most important bill
in our whole code is that for the
diffusion of knowledge among the
people. No other sure foundation
can be devised for the preservation
of
freedom,
and
hap.
piness ... Preach a crusade against
ignorance; establish and improve
the law for educating the common
people ... "
We must never lose sight of the
fact that the greatest contribution
we can make is the education of
our young.

time in which to dotGrmim: whether
we can handlt;J tho work loud of the
r:r;urse. We shy awav from courses
in which tho teacher mquires us to
strr-:tch our brains to their limit, to
philosophize, to intellectualize, to
rEmlly think.
The domino effect continues:
The best and the brightest of the
up·and"coming are not becoming
educators. And what marvelous
educators they could be. They are
crowding the fields of medicine,
law and engineering.
As I watch competent educators
become an endangered species, my
greatest fear is that my children will
have teachers who went into
Education because they didn't have
anything better to do. I fear that my
children will thus find more merit in
Gilligan's Island than in grammar,
that they will choose bran over
biology, roller skating over reading.
I fear they will choose stretching
their bodies to stretching their
minds.
A great injustice has occurred in
recent history in the theory that
learning should be easy. No such
thing is true. One learns by being
made to work hard at learning.
Learning takes a lot of time and

Editorial Was Belated and Hypocritical
Your April 30 editorial ("Nothing
Will Change") is a poorly targeted
marshmallow. Its outrage at the
quality of the proposed athletic
code is belated and hypocritical, in
light of your own non • con·
tribution. It was ordered in
January, and input was requested
by the Athletic Council from all
interested parties, including
stUdents; the request was even
reported to you. Besides asking for
written input, the Council held
open metings, at least one of which
was highly publicized. I was em·
barrassed by poor faculty at·
tendance at that meeting, but there
was only one student there, ex·
eluding the Council and press.
During the entire time te code was
being worked out the Lobo never
gave any suggestions of its wn fr
tesubstance f h cde. You sat on
your duff and now you moan that
what those who didn't come up
with doesn't suit you. Even after

the fact, your criticisms ofthe code
are bewilderingly vague.
I am also puzzled and somewhat
angered at your comments on
personnel. Who ate these "same
folks who brought us the current
•.• mess"? Many more personnel
have changed that you suggest;
assistant coaches, a booster club
head, and others. I assume you do

not accuse any of the women's or
minor men's sports staff. That
leaves, I guess, the Faculty
Representative to the WAC and
NCAA, the Athletic Council, and
the central administration. Maybe
the Regents •. If the code as passed
by the Faculty Senate is approved
by the Regents, the Faculty
Continued on page 5

Misconception About Lujan
Editor:

question of a debate to Lujan four
different times." The placement of
the two separate quotes implies
Rep. Manuel Lujan has refused to
debate Mr. Richardson. Rep. Lujan
has agreed to debate but he has not
committed himself to a time or
place.
The article did not properly
represent Rep. Lujan's or Bill
Richardson's position.

On the front page of Tuesday's
paper a story was printed on the
political rally for Bill Richardson,
Democratic
candidate
for
Congress. Thank you for your
coverage of the rally and Mr.
Richardson; however, because of
the position of two quotes, a point
should be clarified.
The Lobo reporter, Penelope
Wronski, quoted Mt. Richardson as
saying, "Lujan will never debate
with me here. I have put the
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crisis. To not an idea of just how
nuts Robertson is, look at ttw
beginning of his lett0r whero he
criticizes all those anti • war freaks
for not being creative in their choice
of rhetoric and then four
paragraphs later he addresses the
rest of the world wth such creative
and brilliant masterpieces as, "I piss
in your teeth." and "I do11't think
the world owes you ... a timble full
of lizard shit."
What irks me most about
Robertson is that he writes with the
same casualness with which mo!.t
people urinate.
One final point: If I were you
Roberson, I wouldn't knock mental
masturbation, at least that way
you'll always have an audience.

greM fbi playback

telephone number. They should be no longer

doe!l

thinks differently is an ass hole. No
need to look at anything below the
surface when all you have to do is
ask Mr. Robertson. He'll be glad to
tell what is .real and what is not!
Look, for instance, at Mr.
Robertson's argument that the
lessons learned in Vietnam aren't
applicable to the crisis in the Middle
East. Why not? Because he says
so, that's whyl Every reader of that
letter, regardless of their ldealogical
viewpoint, should have been
outraged with that insult of their
intelligence. Although I am willing
to concede Mr. Robertson has read
more of "The Combat Adventures
of Sgt. Rock" than I have, I too,
have read some military history,
and am convinced that there are
some important similarities bet·
ween Vietnam and our present

; Sensitive b!JiiHn tileclrol tbndunser microphone
needsnotordsorsl!lnds
.
• cue & Aevtew. electronic pause

th:tn 200 words. Only the h:imc oft hi! author v..ill

l.obo

I feel almost like an idiot writing
in reply to Mr. Robertson's letter of
April 30. Its a little like trying to
reason with a rabid dog who is busy
chewing on your leg. While you're
talking, the dog (who can't un·
derstand English anyway) remains
oblivious to your pleadings and is
driven on into frenzy by his own
madness.
Mr. Robertson may be correct,
however, in his conclusions about
higher education, only a sewer hole
could give a degree to someone as
smug, narrow minded and in·
tolerant as the author of Wed·
nesday's letter to the editor. Don't
get me wrong. I, unlike Mr.
Robertson, do not make personal
attacks simple because I disagree

with someona's viewpoint. Mr.
Robertson could have called for the
pre·emptive bombing of Soviet
cities for all I care, and this letter
would have still been a respectful
reply inviting the reader to look at
this or that piece of evidence or
viewpoint. The reason this letter
takes a different tone is that the
only thing in Mad Dog Robertson's
letter to reply to is the deluded
ramblings of the megalomaniac. In
seven hardly lucid paragraphs, Mr.
Robertson gives us the real dope on
the draft, the crisis in Iran, the crisis
in Afghanistan, dissident rhetoric in
the U.S., the build up of Soviet
conventional weal\ons in Eastern
Europe, nuclear strategy and
deterrence, affirmative action,
welfare and student loans. His
views are the truth and anyone who

AIW~

Letters to the editor muc.t b~ typed,
double spacctl on a 60-spa~.:c line and signed by
the author with the auth~1r'~ name, addrcs~t and

DaHy

Editor:
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Impossible To Reason With a 'Dog' Like Robertson
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organization, do you believe that
they are really trying to help? Ask
Prof. Okuna.
Chicano and Native American
Students can stand up f~lr themselves, why clm't we .•Just because

AIWA'S TP·Ml1 iS THE lbEAL ELECTRONIC POCKET
MEMO FOil CONFERENCE, LECTURE OR OICTAT!OH
USE-WITH UP TO two HOURS ON ASINGLE TAPE I
• WeighS just 9.7 oz.
1
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brothers you have ever looked out
P.S. You brothers and sisters had
for. THAT IS A FACT.
better wake up and open your
--From a concerned black student
mouth before all the doors are
who has seen the happenings at
closed again in your faces. The
Afro- Studies.
·-Cedric Dalton Omega Psi Phi is a black

This pocket performance carries
year warranty!

3914110
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Continued From page 4
Representative will have to be
replaced, for better· or for worse.
The majority of the Athletic
Council's voting members next year
will not have been around to bring
us the basketball mess. The Faculty
Senate cannot replace either the
University president nor any of the
Regents. Anyone, even the Lobo
editorial staff, can try to have these
folks removed by those with the
authority to do so. If either are what
you want, you've done nothing to
further that cause by an editorial
too veiled in its criticisms to even
identify it targets, much less offer
arguable grounds for action. As a
matter of pure opinion, I might add
that the gravest personnel
weaknesses were with the
basketball coaching staff and the
athletic directorship. The open
track record of the new such
personnel suggest they are
"competent people that can do a
high quality job" and, in fact, have
done so elsewhere. -Larry Gorbet
-Assistant Professor
Department

-Helen Gaussoin
-Staff Aid
~Richardson Campaign

New Mulco Dally lobo
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can you claim to be brothers in the
name of blackness when all you
help is your own fraternal brothers.
How, how can you deny that
your greed is for your own fraternal
brothers, and those are the only

Belated Editorial

Letters
Editor:

TO THE BLACK STUDENTS OF
UNM,
Brothers II Sisters!! Stand on
your two feet, PLEASE!! Don't let
yourselves be intimidated, that is
exactly what is happening. You
know of the wrong doing of Black
Student Union and know who's it.
If there is going to be change, now
is the time. Now is the time to tell it
like it is instead of in the SUB I Let
your voice be HEARD I There have
been many injustices and Prof.
Okuna is not to blame and if you
don't stand up as black people witn
pride and stop being blinded by
false appearances, the same will
happen to you.
If you don't stop this injustice
NOW! Black Student Union wll
turn into Omega Psi Phi, and more
than Omega Psi Phi is black !I
Unite and come together.
Blackness is not signified by just
wearing a power sign around your
neck, and then stabbing brothers
and sisters in the back in the name
of Blackness!
Afro-Studies needs a good house
cleaning, starting from the top and
coming right on down the ladder.
Omega Psi Phi organization, how

2122 Central Ave, SE
9am-5:30pm Mon-Fri; 1Oam-5pm Sat.
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Massage Parlor Crisis Continues
Wire Copy, that most august
of writers, who saves more
paper's asses than any other
writer in the world, has gone on
va~'ilt/on for the remilliuier of the
spacl! rm this page. Copy wHI
return noxt wrmk. In his p/aco is

a ,quost writer, in this case the
IJciicor of this fliipGf.
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By Jeff Gardner
lobo Editor
Not so very long ago, I and a
staff of highly trained technicial
advisors sought to reach the
depths of the story behind the
massage parlor "industry" in
Albuquerque.
What you are about to read
may shock you, It may not be
what you want to hear. It's not
pretty. But you will be informed.

"What'ta you want?" Her
voice wasn't sultry, nor was she
exceptionally alluring. One of
• my advisors answered.
"Let'S see, I'll just have a
draught and I think - well just
bring us a pitcher ... Coors?"
We utter agreement. l speak.
"Men, there's a scandal in this
city and l think we should investigate it to its fullest."
"What's that?"
I glanced around. The table
next to ours had become quiet.
Too quiet - obviously trying to
eavesdrop. I whispered.
"Men there are places in this
town where -"
"Gardner, I can't hear you."
I frowned. But this gives the
reader an understanding of the
process we went through en our
way to the bottom of this story.
I outlined the details to the
crew, using the classified ad
section from the state's largest
newspaper (home-owned and
operated!.
The list was endless. Elite
Outcall (nude); Misty's Escort
Service;
Aquarius
Com·
panionship (this place took Visa
and Master Charge) and
countless others.
I told my men that we "must
get a grip on this story."
"We come across things that

garbled). I've got to turn back."
are bigger than we are, but if we
Damn, one car out, I checked
stick together we can handle
with the others. All was still go.
any circumstance." The men
We would proceed to a secret
looked bleak.
base near Aquarius - code
We choose Aquarius first. We
name: Gas Station 1.
finished the sixth pitcher · · for
Seven cars arrived at Gas
much time and energy went into
Stotion
1. We got out and stood
the dec:ision - and made our
around. No one smoked. The
way to our cars. I went with
station was closed. The station
Smith. Smith was rugrJed, but in
owner came out in his jammies,
a gentle way. The typu that
never licked the Miracle Whip . his wife in her nighty -- we took
them aboard.
off of the knife, choosing,
Two of the driver-advisors,
rather, to slide it along the
Wrenfield Splatz and Dan
mouth of the jar, instead.
Rather (no relation), approached
"Hey, this is a great idea,
and noted that they'd developed
Chief."
fuel problems and wouldn't be
I tossed a coarse look his way.
able
to continue. That left only
"Sorry." The drive W<JS quiet
five
American-made cars and
for the next three minutes.
one import.
"What're those houses over
Aquarius
Companionship,
there?"
complete
with
Roman baths,
"Those are sororities, Smith."
mirrored
walls,
showers
in each
"What kind' a cf.lrds they
room,
trained
attendants
and
take?"
parking
in
the
rear,
was
looking
"They take you to the
more and more like a fantasy for
cleaners, cards and all."
me and my crew.
Smith checked the address:
The following is a verbatim
5728 Edith NE. We were the lead
report
of the conversation that
car. There were eight cars total.
led
to
the
next decision:
Radio communication was kept
"What
the hell should we
to a minimum.
do?"
We proceeded north on
University until we reached
Candelaria, then went west.
I noticed Smith was starting
to shake.
"I just don't know about this.
I mean, what if we should be
found out? What if we don't
cover ourselves? I don't recall
going over a back·up plan. Did
we have a b'ack-up plan? I don't
remember one. There is one,
right?
"I mean, if, say, just one of us
gets, you know, gets. • .well,
just one of us, might get - "
"Lucky?"
"Yeah, lucky. Well, don't you
think there could be trouble?"
I was about to calm Smith's
nerves, when a dust storm blew
up. The street lights on Candelaria were nothing more than
the lights from fireflies - we
were blinded. The radio
snapped.
"Hello, Chief - "
"Damn, don't call me Chief."
"Sorry. Say, this is (voice

'
'•
Go To Heaven
8.981ist

SALE5 87

us eat's me.''

"I'm for it."
''There's three
machines
down, though. What about it,
Chief?"
"You said that on purpose!
We gal No. We don't go. Too
risky. I have to think of the
safety of my men. We head
back to the bar. That's my
decision, I'll have to live with it."
I heard some grumbling from
some of the dedicated men;
some out-and-out profanity
from some of the hornier men,
but my mind was made up. We
released the station owner and
his wife and cleared for the
withdraw!.
That was when Harrison's
Buick slammed into Thompson's Pinto. We left the cars and
motored away, sending tow
trucks to pick up the wreckage.
The mission failed. The
massage crises continues, while
plans are being made for,
perhaps, another assault,
another time.

Duke
8.981ist

Crash and Burn
7 .981ist

SALE5 87

SALE4B7
Now a great
savings from your

neighborhood
Budget Tapes &
Records
Both lP'S & TAPES on SALE
The Wall
2-LP set
15.981ist

Mad Love

8.981ist

SALE587

SALE949

Final Day
This is the final daily issue of the

Double cross
the common crowd.

Lobo until August.
The Lobo will run on Wed-

nesday, May 7, and again on
Monday, May 12 to conclude this
semester.
The Lobo will resume publication
on a weekly basis beginning June
12 - the first week of summer
session.
Lastly, the current staff of the
Lobo began publication on April21
and does not hold itself responsible
for any action prior.
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.the Amram Oulntet
Sunday, May 18th at 8PM

Canada's Premier Jazz Flutist

2222 Central SE
across from UNM
255-2225

Cameosis
5.98 list

Go All The Way
8.981ist
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2-LP set
13.981ist
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Richardson Comments on Issues

Qu·alifications Met for
Degree Accreditation
By Jnnu Aapin
Lobo Staff Write.r
l!NM's
mnstl.lr's degree
program in Speech Pat.hology
and Audiology has become ac<·rpditt>d again after loosing its
aC'credidation last year.
ThP program lost this
ri'<'Oi~nition
because
the
American Hoard of lDxaminers in
Sp<•t>ch-Language Pathology and
Audiology received UNM 's
application for accredidation past
th<• due date. The Com·
municative Disorders Depart·
ment here did not receive the
materials for application in time
to meet the deadline. A five-year
period is granted before reac·
credidation is required.
"We were suddenly notified
that our accredidation had been
terminated," said Lloyd Lamb,
chairman of the department. "It
had absolutely nothing to do with
the quality of the program."
Lamb said graduates from
such programs are recognized as
having received quality training.
And these graduates do not have
to give detailed information
about their education when
joining the American SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association.
An application from UNM was
submitted last spring to the
American Board of Examiners in
Speech-Language Pathology and
Audiology. An affiliate of the
Board, the Education and
Training Board, reviewed UNM's
Hpt,>cch Pathology and Audiology
program and gave it a favorable
rating.
The silP team examined things
~u<'h as servi<'(l sites, training
~•it"''· rPst•arch sites, curriculum
1l!'~ign,
administrative direc-

tiveness,
Albuquerque's
population for research, administrative leadership and the
students' enthusiasm about the
program. The team responded
positively in all of these areas.
But th(l g'l'B felt the program
also had some limitations.
They said the department
needs better laboratory facilities
with a larger variety of speech
and hearing science equipment
and maintenance.
But Lamb said the University
has not allocated any money for
the department's equipment
budget in the past two years. The
program was allocated $21,000
for equipment from an instructional bond last year. The
chairman said this did not quite
meet his request of $120,000
worth of basic clinical and
research supplies.
"Hopefully we will receive
more money from special funds,"
he said.
The board said the department's buildings were too spread·
out on the campus. They said
there is a need for consolidation.
Because
of
the
current
arrangement, students must
travel back-and-forth across the
campus.
"The University has not
provided us with adequate
space," Lamb said.
The team also suggested that
more effort be directed toward
recruitment
of
audiology
students, a consideration of
introducing the research course
earlier in the curriculum sequence
and further studies of infants and
Indians from the Albuquerque
area.
"I can agree with all those
limitations," Lamb said.

Democratic Party candidate
far the first congressional
district house seat Bill
Richardson was campaigning
an the UNM campus Monday.
The Lobo took advantage of
his visit and gathered the
fallowing comments on some
of the major issues that
Richardson will be addressing
in his campaign.
.I!Jnergy - "The state is in
danger of becoming an energy
colony ... .Spcifically, I think
that we are a state that has a
large amount of potential
resources, yet we are 47th in
per capita (income). (Federal)
energy
legislation,
the
creation of this Energy
Mobilization Board, basically
gives the government the
ability to do anything with a
specific project without any
state
compliance
(which)
presents a grave danger to the
state. We should be getting
benefits out of our resources,
and we're not getting any.

is education.''
"Just look at Manuel Lujan
- he always votes against
budgets relating to education
and bi-lingual education."
The Draft - "I believe that
a resumption of the draft as it
exusted in the 1970's and
1960's would be a wrong
decision. I don't think that
given the state of the international situation we need
to resume the draft."
"I think we have to continue
nu<:lear energy as an option, I
think that we have to develop
nuclear technology with the
emphasis on safety. (But) the
nuclear industry has refused
to address some of the safety
and public realtions problems
that they have."
"I want to see more emphasis on the alternative
resources,solar, geothermal,
wind and biomass, ... but the
research money to create those
resources is not coming in, at
least it's not coming into New
Mexico.

"There has to be more
pressure brought by our state
and federal officials, especially
the congress, on these
uranium companies to comply
with the law. ...I'm not
against uranium mining, but I
am for protecting the envirorunent and the Indian
communities.''
"I oppose the WIPP for two
reasons. First is oecause ofthe
states' rights issue, the fact
tht the fP-deral government has
not given us any veto over the
project. Secondly, I'm con·
cerned about the tran·
sportation and the technology
relating to the transportation.
We need a national and
comprehensive plan (for
radioactive waste disposal). I
just don't want New Mexico to
be anybody's guinea pig."
Education - "The cost of
education is just outrageous
and I don't support the tuition
increases. . .. With all this talk
about budget cuts the very
first place they're going to hit

Bills Passed and Killed in Senate
This is the current status of
ASUNM legislation (AP
appropriation bill, B - bill, IB
internal business, R
resolution):
BILLS INTRODUCED: AP #3·
$446.40 to theASUNMAttorney
General for salaries.
B #!·requiring candidates who
wish to withdraw from an
ASUNM election to notify the
Elections Commission at least
three school days prior to the
ell'ction.
B #2-changing the procedures in
calling new or special elections.
IB #!-proposing a constitutional
amendment. requiring 11 percent
of the total anticipated ASUNM

budget be reserved for the New
Mexico Daily Lobo.
IB #2-proposing a constitution
amendment reqmrmg seven
percent of he total anticipated
ASUNM budget be reserved for
the UNM Child Care Co·op.
IB #3-proposing a constitutional
amendment requiring 11 percent
of the total anticipated ASUNM
budget be reserved for KUNM.

Norm Dawson's interpreters for 1
the 1979 fall semester.
BILLS DEFEATED: AP #2-$95
to pay for the deficit of the
Women
On
Campus
organization.
AP #2-$1,000 for the salary of
poll workers in a possible rerun
election (upholding ASUNM
President Mario Ortiz' veto).

FINANCIAL SCORECARD:
Money
left
for
appropriations this semester:
$1,299.
Money appropriated this
semester: $45,125.
Appropriation bills pending:
$446.40.

BILLS PASSED: R#l·stating
that the UNM Child Care Co-op
should remain in Mesa Vista Hall
R #2-asking the UNM administration to reimburse the
ASUNM General Fund $639.70
used to pay for former deaf Sen.

KRST WELCOMES

I-o4ance Aquited 011 Cb.arges
ATLANTA (UPI) - Bert
Lance said Thursday the 31month
investigation
and
prosecution of his past banking
practices were designed to
"instill fear" in the financial
community.
"I think that's a bad sign," he
said. "I don't think that
government ought to operate on
the basis of fear.''
The former Carter administration budget director,
who was acquitted on nine of 12
counts of bank fraud in U.S.
District Court Wednesday, said
government regulators were
seeking to replace tho credit
judgment of bankers with their
own.
"One of the things that concerned me about this whole affair
has been the fact that some of
those in government regulating
positions appear to want to take
over the allocation of credit by
saying that certain people can get
credit and certain people can't,"
he said. "I think that's wrong."
Lance said that during the
investigation, which began
shortly after he resigned as
director of the Office of
Management and Budget, "there
were efforts made by certain
people in the field of regulation to
see if they couldn't instill fear in
other bankers about what they
might do in the future."
Lance, 48, and co-defendants
Richard T. Carr, Thomas Mit·
chell and H. Jackson Mullins
were found innocent Wednesday
on 13 of 19 charges of bank fraud.
The jury deadlocked on the six
remaining counts, including
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WASHINGTON (UPI)
Children took the spotlight on
Capitol Hill Thursday, testifying
with relative sophistication about
Iran, Cambodia,· the energy
crunch and their own special
interests.
The youngsters, ranging from
age 8 to 12, were invited to give
their views in honor of Save the
Children Day, sponsored by a
private foundation of the same
name in Newport, Conn.
The idea was to focus on
matters important to the coming
generation. All the children had
plenty of thoughts on what
should be done, as well as on
contemporary problems.
Edmond Paquette, 12, of
Chapel Hill, N.C., was the first of
22 youngsters who testified in
support of the Children's Agenda
for Action, urging "our nation's

.
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with this Siren Coupon
Eggplant delight sand.
$1.85 (reg. $2.30}
Bowl of soup and salad
$1.85 (reg. $2.25)
2f15-aOJ2for- tak!'·out.r

National Bank in 1953, "to take
some time off" following his 15
\ 4·week trial.
A waiting his arrival on the
desk of his country-cabin office
was a bottle of French champagne "from the whole Carter
family," and delivered by
President Carter's son Jack, who
lives in the small north Georgia
community.
The president had called Lance
at Lance's $2 million north
Atlanta mansion, "Butterfly
Manna," immediately after the
verdict and congratulated him.

Children Share Thoughts
On Contemporary Issues
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against Lance, and a
mistrial was declared.
Lance
said
he
felt
"exonerated" of the whole
matter.
"I think the bottom line of the
whole Lance affair as it relates to
the banking business," he said,
"is that my communities of
Atlanta and Calhoun have been
well-served by my activities as a
banker."
Lance returned Thursday to
Calhoun, where he started his
banking career as a $90-amonth
teller at the Calhoun First
three
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leaders to consider the issues
which are important to children
in the coming decade."
On Iran, Billy Scaggs, 10,
Leesburg, Va., said, "We should
give the Shah back and get the
hostages out and then sneak the
Shah back out of Iran."
Clark Barrett, 10, from the
Georgetown Day School in
Washington, said the hostage
situation is "a very bad problem"
~nd, "We could help if we tried to
ignore the Iranians for a little
while. They would get a little
bored with
keeping
the
hostages."

UNM senior business education student Marsha Paul Gurule
accepts a certificate of merit from Dr. Edwin Weber, assistant
chairperson of the Department of Secondary and Adult
Teacher Education. Gurule, who will graduate in May, received
outstanding achievement in business education.

Language Classes Offered
The UNM modern and
classical language department
will sponsor a Spanish for
Children Program this summer
from June 16 to July 18.

On energy, Todd Oney, 10,
The five week program is open
from White Marsh school in to beginning and intermediate
Gloucester, Va., said, "I students from 6 to 12 years old.
Classes will be held daily in
wouldn't live in the White House
because it costs too much money Room 123 of Ortega Hall.
A fee of $10 for the first child of
to heat the place."

a familuy and $6 for each ad·
ditional child will be required.
Spanish doctoral student,
Hilma Espinosa, a native of
Ecuador, will teach the classes.
Registration for the classes will
be held May 3 for 10 a.m. to noon
in Room 123, Ortega Hall.
Persons wishing further information may contact the
modern and classical languages
department.

The Portables You've been looking at probably
have a 90 day warranty - Maybe you should look
at something that will last!
AIWA Stereo Portables - 2 year warranty
parts and labor
Upgradclo.A
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AIWA TPR·906H
PORTABLE STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDER/MULTI-BAND RADIO
A small package with big ideas•

AIWA TPR·901 H
PORTABLE CASSETTE
RECORDER/MULTI·BAND RADIO
Light weight
for heavy fun.
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UNM ENERGY CONSERIIATION PROGRAM

Donor Drawing!!
1st Prize
BSR2500
Belt drive
turntable ~~~~~=~
2nd Prize Two leg weight sets
3rd Prize Two sets of Coors mug
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Each 2nd Donation in a week your name gels into the bowl April
15 thru May 30. Drawing will be held Monday, June 2. Winners
nam~s will. be posted. Winners have until 6:00p.m. June 6, 1980
to clatm pnze.
New donors
bring this ad for

TueSday, May 6 Tingley COliseum
PRODUCED BY LARRY VAU.ON PRESENTS.
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men's
shop

Yale Blood Plasma 122 Yale
expires May 30, 1980

266·5 729

Aiwa·s used to makong a bi~ deal out of little things, and
you'll enJOY •t aiL Stereo cassetle recordmg and playback;
AM/FM/Shortwave rad•o. It's all here In a low-cost, light·
weight package.

You can take it with you. When you mak" it Aiwa. You can
take AM, FM and two shortwave radio bands. You can
take stereo cassette recording or playback. And you can
take a gOOd sound that's easy to get and enjoy.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4·band radio.
Long·lasting Permalloy recording/playback head.
ALC recording.
Elullt·ln Electret condenser microphone .
Cue and review functions,
3-dlgit tape counter.
Auto·sfop on Play or Record.

$170° 0

2120 Central SE

243-6954

3·way bar ~raph diSplay
4·band rad1o
Full auto·stop
Quick cue and revrew functions
Operates off AC/DCf7.5 volt batteries
Lightweight
Pause control
Digital tape counter
·

$24000

---------~
We have AIWA
1 your AIWA headquarters
Stereo Portables
in stock at

on 1st donation

thfNMI Jf"•~lolt $7.50/SI.SO DAY OF SHOW

Painter
Pants
S16.50
&
S15.50

1 .?Pen Fri.
I tall 9

I
I
I
WITH THIS COUPON
I
(no exceptions)
I
Get 12 1/2-ro OFF I
17000
24000
270° 0

31000
380° 0

l'aw·lO,

NPW
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Sports
Texas Tech 1
NewMexicoO

Harrison Still a Hero,
Lobo Coach of 1980
Who elsP could be named Lobo
Coach of tlw Year than Charlie
Harrison who, overnight. went
fmm an unknown to a true legend
antllwm.
Harrison picked up the piect>s
ol tlw slmttt•n•d Norm Elll'n·
ht>I'/.WI' hu~hPtball team and made
till' most of a ht•art breaking
~itu;Uion. \\'h(•n the pieces that
wt•rt• lPft were once again
;.;masht>d, as Rt'W'n Lobos were
dt•l'larPd a('adt•mieally ineligible,
Harrison hl•ld on.
With four plnyerH rl'maining,
inira>t! h,:.· a walk-on football
playPr and thr tram trainer,
l;:\~1 trawled to NE~w Mexico
Stat I' tlniv!'rsity and, despite
h~·r» trom thP Aggie audience,
~~av~> its oppmwnts a run fer their
mom•yII arrison hl'ld tryouts for walk·
onN and it was every man's day to
try tn brcome a ht~ro in the Pit.
Mnn• than 100 hopefuls showed
up and four were picked.
Harrison did not turn. He
stood up for his players, the
former coaches and for himself.
He was in charge and he took
c·harge in a way that only Charlie
Harrison l~Uld have.
The team lost again and again,
hut it won a few and had a few
others that were close calls.
'Tharlil' 's Angles" did not give
up.
After proving himself as a
coach and as a leader, Harrison
found that there would be a new
head basketball coach for the

following season, Gary Colson.
But he did not leave bitterly.
He was honored by everyone the press, his fellow coaches and
Alhuquerqueans. The fans were
the ones that fell for Harrison
and were hurt by the news that
he was leaving.
Harrison did leave. He went to
Iowa State to become the
assistant basketball coach under
head Coach Johnney Orr.
HaiTison spent only one season
at UNM, probably the most
memorable season in Lobo
hh>tory.
Harrison came to UNM from
Oldahoma where he had been the
assistant coach. Before that he
spent a year in Pully, Switzerland, where he headed that
city's entire basketball program.
Harrhmn grew up and attended
college in North Carolina. He
rt>ceived a B.S. in pre-med from
Wilford College in Greensboro,
N.C. He received his master's
degree in health and safety from
the U niversit.y of Indiana.
Harrison not only conquered
the defeat that could have
followed what happened to
UNM's basketball program, but
he also eonquered polio as a child
and was never able to play college
basketball.
Does this sound like a story of
a true American hero? If it does
not, it should, because Charlie
Harrison is a true American hero.
Iowa will soon find out just how
lucky it is to have him.

Fatso's Subs
Hours
Mon-Fri Sam to 9pm
Sat-Sun Noon to 8pm
Next to McDonalds
255-3696

Tennis Coach Russell Leaves UNM

Texas Tech was the winner of
the long battle over Clovis High
School basketball superstar,
Bubba Jennings.
Jennings signed with Texas
Tech on Thursday. He had been
recruited by several schools
including UNM and NMSU.
Jennings visited UNM on
April24.
UNM Director of Athletics,
John Bridgers said that he
regreted Jennings decision, "He
would have made an outstanding
contribution to Lobo basketball.

Mind Over Body
A martial arts demonstration
will be sponsored by Japan in
Albuquerque
and
Sandia
Budokan May 9 at 8 p.m.
The ancient martial arts
require keen control over the
mind and body, often achieved
only after many years of
dedicated study under the
guidance of a master.

Charlie Harrison

'
i

By JoAnne Lobello
Lobo Sports Writer
A disappointed Tim Russell
will be leaving the University of
New Mexico as the men's head
tennis coach and the manager of
the Lobo Tennis Club, feeling
personally "burned out".
Russell who has been the coach
for five years will be going to the
Tanoan Tennis Club, working in
management, doing "a little bit
of everything."
Russell said he enjoyed the
coaching aspect of his job but
could not manage the Lobo
Tennis Club at the same time. He
compiled a 60-59 record during
his stay at UN~1.
'
'l'h1:· traveling involved with
llw tennifl team did not give him
much time to be at th~> club,
which he feels requires a full-time

'!'he UNM women's gyman·
sties team will add a new member
next season. Lisa Fuller of
Lakewood, Colorado has signed a
national letter of inte.nt with the
Lobos.
Fuller is a floor excercise
specialist. Her average all around
score is 35, with her highest a
.
36.25.
Fuller, a 3.71 student was cocaptain of her high school team.
She worked with the Denver

School of Gymnastics under
Coach Rod HilL Before working
fo,· Hill she was a member of the
Diablo Bym Club under Coach
Juim Gault. Gault also coached
Dianne Frew, a graduating senior
from the UNM team.
The Lobos missed a chance at
regionals this .season, mostly
because of a disasterous outing in
Oregon toward the end.
Still, Coach Claudia Thomas

said, "We'll be a team to be
reckoned with next year."
The Lobos will be without the
services of graduating seniors
Dianne Frew and Joanne Jost,
though. The two all-arounders,
Thomas said, "are going to be
missed very, very much.
Walt Arnold

"I'm just sorry they didn't get
a chance to go out the way they
would have like (by competing in
regionals}."

.~
'

Pasta
Salads
Vegetarian
Meals
Deserts
Breakfast

This is how your
standard telephone·
works fot· some
disabled people.

If you can't Ul't' it. it's no better than t:\vo tin cans
and a I?iece of string.
But 1t dm•s0-'t .have to ;vork that wa)~ Mountain
Bell has sp{'Cmhzed eqmpnwnt and services that are
adaptable to the special needs of most people. vv1wn
thes~· ar~· used, what \Vas once a problem to commumcatwn can become an aid. Because a disability
shouldn't mean that a person is totally isolated.
If you, or someone you know, needs assistance to
overcome a communication problem, just call the
~umber for your area: at our new Telecommunications C~nter for Drsabled Customers any weekday
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Or call at your convenIence and leave a re.corded message. We'll get back
to you the next busmess day.
Telecommunications Center for Disabled
Customers, 1401 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.
1-800-332-9958-Voice (Colorado)
1-800·525-3156-Voice (Outside Colorado)
1-800-332-2072-TTY (Colorado)
1-800-525-6028-TTY (Outside Colorado)
All numbers are toll-free.

Call us. Because a telephone
should work the same for everyone.

@ Mountain Bell

'·

manager, with possibly an interested players to the facilites the competition to come here and
assistant to help.
with more to offer them, "than a play. This would have also at·
The tennis club, located near trailer for a clubhouse," Russell tracted more spectators for the
the foptball stadium, is private said. There are 10 finished courts sport and helped to build the
with the tennis team having and the additional stadium court team's popularity.
The stadium court will be the
membership and playing their which the University is building
sight of the Southwesst Secmatches on the courts. Russell now.
said it was very difficult to get
"The whole place is layed out tionals, the biggest tournament
members for a club that was not with tennis in mind," Russell in the Southwest, held in conjuntion with iht• Tennis Club of
even built yet. It had been hoped said.
John Bridgers, director of Albuquerqut>. 'l'he finals will be
that a private membership would
eventually help the club pay for athletics at UNM and the Board held on the :->tadium tour~. whit'h
itself, with some overflow to put of Directors are looking for will have blpachers to ae~omeone to do both jobs to l'ommodntl' about 2 .000 pPople.
money back into it.
Rus!wll found little support replare RusselL ThPy are in· Most tournaments only fll!at r,oo.
from the University. who lt>ased terviewing people from tlw !iOO.
Four s<>niors. Davit! Ot>atz.
tlw land to the Club hut did not .~urrounding area and outsidl' tlw
TimRussdl
,Jt·n~· WIH•Pkr. .1 im AIt mnirano
commit any financial aid. In
Hm,iiell hop<>d that somemw mu! Daryl Pauluf'h fiill b(· h•aving l1t.UHt·nt. Hn\;~--:t•ll 1 1H 1 , l·~Lth ~h t!w
uddition w hifl financial woes. lw
in mt rnmwr. Ill' !whh' :-. Hw
f;till has t!w rPsponsihlity of from uround Alhuqucrqm• would Hw t.tCUm. T!w rNuming playt•r;,
I.n1loh haVt' a gt,HHl dt~~iH'P
gPt. tlw jub, hut said he thought an• And~· :1.1it•hlt·, {'uri;,, ~t•t·hl
;ryinr; i.o coach the tennis team.
and
Alex
Dumto.
Tlwn·
nn·
;l!Fn
!n•t'!lll!'P
tht• lt·am i~< !'lllllpri:" •I nf
He ,.,till hrlkves that tlw Club tlw Board was leaning toward
four
"rt>d
flhirts"
who
will
lw
guotl piayl'!·s, "hut nnbwl;v f\hi •:
Hhould been built first. luring bringing s(lmeone in.
The coach said his budget. eligible to play next S\'ason. Tlwy pa~;t thPir limit," lw ~;aid.
"All of them play up tu tlwis·
"wasn't that bad", but he said are Larry O!lason, Trevor Hoth·
potential but. thPy just can not
too much was spent for travelling fel, Jay Livesay and Jeff Griffin.
sl.'em to get past that. 1 alwtlys
to play matches at other places Russell feels they have a good
UNM. He played tight end for that could have been saved if the nucleus to build a new team and thought. I could win whPn I was
the football team bearing the courts here could have been used. could possibly pick up some good playing, hut these guy!'l haven't
number 92. In 1977 he averaged
raised themselves to that lt•wl
"The Lobos could have held high school.recruits.
22.3 yards per reception. During their own matches and invited
In next week's WAC tour·
Yl't," Russell Aaid.
the 1978 season he was --------------------------··--·~responsible for 11 receptions for
208 yards. This year he caught 18
passes for 184 yards. He also
plays baseball for UNM. In 1978
he led the team with five
lwmeruns, managing a .305
batting average. He had 49 RBI.
So far this season he has a .344
batting average and again leads
the team with 12 homeruns. He
has 48 RBI's already this season.
Baseball coach Vince Cappelli
said, "He's come on real strong.
His hitting has been in·
strumental."
While playing with UNM he
has rounded up several awards.
He was awarded the ZIA Award,
(an award to the best UNM
athlete from New MeXico) . He
was named All WAC in baseball
this year as designated hitter.
Arnold is majoring in Physical
Education and will be graduating
this year. He has hopes of tur·
ning to professional sports, either
football or baseball. The draft
choices for baseball will be made
in early-mid June.
In the words of Cappelli:
"Walt Arnold is a credit to the
University."

Arnold, Lobo Athlete of 80

UNM Women's Gymnastic Tea1n Adds a New Mernber

His name is Walt Arnold. He
did not stumble into college
athletics and surprise everyone.
He is no rags to riches story.
Walt Arnold has been an out·
standing athlete since he was
able to participate in sports,
excelling in his two best sports,
baseball and football, for which
he played for UNM.
Arnold graduated from Los
Alamos High School. While there
he earned eight letters; was
named All-State in football and
baseball, was named the MVP of
the State All-Star baseball game,
and also the MVP of the State
All-Star football game; the first
time this was ever done in New
Mexico high school sports
history.
From high school he came to

I pn

If You

Didn't Buy Your Stereo
At "Cost Plus" Pricing,

YOU MAY HAVE PAID
TOO ·cH!

Pa~e
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Trackster Koskei wants Eligibility Back

Patterson Hitting Stron.g for Lobos
ponent Lou Piel of Northern
Colorado.
"She is an intimidating pit·
cher. The first time I faced her I
bel ted the ball and after that I
!!~4.
don't know what happened," said
l'attt>rgcm batten.>d Wyoming Patterson.
pitl'lwr:> for five hits in seven at
In comparison to the Wyoming
hatH and
went two-for-five pitehers, Patterson said, "there
aMainst lht• Northt>rn Colorado is no comparison."
Prior to Junior College,
pi! ching !l\ilff,
Patterson played four years of
l'attpr;<on. who :mfft>tl•d a hand high school ball. Her duties were
injury thn••• days prior to the as pitch!'r and outfield.
•;pa;amnJwm•r. had hL•r trouble in
"I didn't like being pitcher
lwr fir,:t :'::': t inw~ up to the plat(',
because of the pressure involved,
"I gU•"'" i wasn't aggrP~sive the outcome of the game is really
Pnough wh<•n I w,,uld gt•t up to on the pitcher.,''said Patterson.
Patterson decided to come to
hat. I wa~ "0rt of frightened
1oo," said Patterson.
UNM because she was offered a
Linda Patterson, leftfielder for
t.he UNM women's softball team,
PntPred last weekend with a
batting average of .182, but when
it waR all ovtlr il had inflated to

Patterson is in her second year
as a Lobo, having played Junior
College ball at Pasadena Junior
College.
"I'm really glad I decided to go
to junior college, because it gave
me a chance to improve my
fundamentals and my first year
at UNM gave me a chance to get
some experience that I needed,"
said Patterson.
Patterson said that last season
she would get frustrated with
herself if ahe would not get a hit,
but now she has discovered that
she can not get a hit all the time.
She also found out what she
needed to know about the pit·
chers around the conference
including last weekends op·

Ski Team Working Out During Summer
By Robert Sanchez
l,obo Sports Writer
Ski New Mexico! In spring
tiim~? That's what the UNM ski
tt•um haH been doing for the last
spwrul months since they last
t·ompcted in nationals, and what
tht1y will be doing in the coming
months prl'paring for next
st•nson.
During the summer months,
the returning members of the ski
team will be involved with in·
dividual programs to prepare
them for next year's season.
They will be weightlifting,
running and biking and began
l'onditioning for strength and

endurance in the fall.
"I foresee some changes for
next year," Lobo ski coach
George Brooks said. "We lost
some athletes this year ... We had
some problems prohibiting the
potential of some skiers this year,
but we're rebuilding and
restructuring and we can have a
successful season if it all comes
together."
Alpine Coach Brooks and
cross-country coach Klaus
Webber have been accepting
applications for the ski team.
"We try to recruit first New
Mexico skiers, then skiers in the

scholarship by Susan Craig.
''Susan
offered
me
a
scholarship on my statistics and
so I decided to take it," said
Patterson.
Patterson is majodng in P.E.
and would like to be a teacher or a
conch. She would like to get into
adaptive P.E.
Patterson feels the recent
batting slump by the team has
made the coaches frustrated, and
feels the team has to be sup·
portiveofone another.
If the Lobos can be supportive
enough of one another and if
Patterson continues her hot·
hitting throughout regionals then
the Lobos will surely be a con·
tender at nationals.

Linda Patterson

Bridgers Announces Ticket Policy

states, and finally foreign
Thursday at a press con·
countries," Brooks said. "The ference, Director of Athletics,
troulJle is we· have a hard time John Bridgers announced a new
keeping New Mexico skiers in the ticket policy for Lobo home
state." The skiing department football and basketball games.
does offer scholarships and three
Also announced was that all
returning men and two returning home football games will be
women are on partial scholar· started at 7 p.m. The reasons for
this change were consideration
ships.
for the media and the tern·
The returning skiers are Jill perature factor.
Another reason for the night
Wahqvist, who according to
Brooks, "is the best skier in the games is that attendence records
United States," Valerie Hen· show that night games are more
derson and Darla Fritch. The popular.
returning men are Tarmo Hahto,
The new ticket policy features
Donald Dean, Paul Kilstofte and a point system which will provide
Steve Maynard.
priorities to those who are most

deserving.
This
includes
iltudents, contributors, longtime
season ticket holders, active
alumni, active lettermen and
faculty and staff.
·The price of football tickets
will be raised to $8 a piece.
There will be no discounts
made on any tickets for the
upcoming season.
The new ticket policy will go
into partial effect for the 1980
football season and the 1980·81
basketball season. Full .implementation will take effect for
the 1981-82 academic year. The
times of the football games will
take effect for the 1980 season.

By Ernest Montoya
Lobo Sports Writer
lnelgibilities have hurt the
UNM men's track team this year,
especially one Kipsubi Koskei.
Last weekend at the Drake
Relays, Koskei won the 10,000.
meter event. His time was 16
seconds ahead of the meet record.
Eighteen hours before that
Koskei won the 5,000-meter
event in Kansas. He ran both
races unattached.
Earlier this year Koskei was
found inelgible to compete for the
UNM track team. Koskei was
one hour short of eligibilty and he
said he was unaware of this. He
said he thought they were
looking at his grade point
average and not his credit hours.
Koskei is trying to get his
elgibility reinstated for next

season. Koskei thought that
track was demanding on him last
year, but feels he must learn to
divide his time among his studies
and running.
"I feel that track took up a lot
of my· time last year. We would
practice every afternoon and the
meets would usually be on the
weekends. We would leave on
Friday and wouldn't get back
until late Sunday and I really
couldn't find the time to study,
but I am going to have to learn to
do both," saidKoskei.
Since Koskei was found
inelgible he has cut his training
schedule down to three days a
week and feels that this has
improved his running quite a bit.
"I think I was overtraining
myself last year and since I have
only been running only three

HANG GLIDERS

a. AEROLIGHTS

Prof-ion•l

lnstn~etion·~·Service

•

P.O. BOX 4512
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106
(505) 821-6847

WHISTLE STOP.

By Don Sattler
Lobo Sports Writer
While most seniors are worried
about the draft, there are two
that are more than happy with
the effect it has on them.
No, they don't belong to the
R.O.T.C., but to the UNM
football team.
"I was able to make the change
from high school to college OK,
the only difference with the pros
will be the money," Chris Combs,
newly drafted Lobo tight end
said.
His teammate, Charlie Baker,
is also confident. "Sure, I'll make
the pros," said the all-WAC

senior.
The big bucks of professional
sports are important to both
Wolfpack graduates, but both
say they'll be able to handle it.
"I know the money is im·
portant, but it's not the only
thing," said B~er.
Combs, the fourth round draft
pick for the Houston Oilers, said
that he plans to invest his share.
"I'll probably get into land or
apartment investments, then
after 10 to 15 years I'll be able to
sit back and enjoy the interest."
Going in the third round to the
St. Louis Cardinals, Baker

admits,"! had a good time here
at UNM, but I really had to work
It's been great being
hard.
around," he added.
Combs shares the same
feelings about about his alma
mater. "UNM has been very
exciting and different. I wouldn't
want to play anywhere else," he
said.
With both moving up to the
NFL, there is the possibility that
Baker will be covering Combs
sometime in a future game.
"It'll be a lot more intense in a
game then it ever was in practice, "he said. "It would be a real
battle tangling horns with him."

By Robert Sanchez
Lobo Sports Writer
For those who like to get away
into the high mountains of New
Mexico, spend limitless nights
under twinkling stars, absorbing
sunlight while vegetating in a
high mountain meadow, breath
pure fresh air and not see another
soul for hours, you'll have to wait
until spring hits the high
mountain areas.
The most frequented back·
packing sites in New Mexico are
the Pecos Wilderness Areas, the
Jemez Mountains (San Pedro
Parks Wilderness Area) and the

Sandia Mountains. Spring has
hit Albuquerque, but higher
elevations of these backpacking
delights are still snowed in and
are inaccessible without snow
shoes or other winter back·
packing equipment.
The Pecos Wilderness Area is
full of snow and winter equip·
ment is necessary. The Sandia
Crest still has three feet of snow.
However, trails on the west and
south sides of the Sandias are
clear with a few patches of snow.
The Jemez Mountain Region has
two-six .feet of snow. 'l'he U.S.
Forest Service says, "It is dif-

ficult to get to the trailheads and
there are avalanche problems."
For those willing to challenge
the harsh remains of winter, the
National Weather Service has
some good news. All mountain
regions in northern New Mexico
will experience high temperatures
of mid 50's to low 60's. The low
will be in the mid 30's with a clear
night with practically no wind.
A reminder for those that are
planning to go backpacking this
weekend, the Pecos and San
Pedro Parks Wilderness Areas
require permits obtainable from
the local ranger stations.

RASI<:DALL ~- Titc l.obos tnke on UTFP Frid;ty

my time each time I run, it is
okay ifi don't win the race but as
long as I am pleased with the
time that is all that matters to
me," said Koskei.
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ACADEMY AWARD

WINNER!
A .FILM BY IRA WOHL

'BEST BOY'

"****"

Kathleen Carroll

N. Y DAILY NEWS

~·
~-···-

The classic story of a young man
leaving home for the first time •••
except that Philly is 52 years old.
''A BRIGHT SENSITIVE, REVITALJZING
EXPERIENCE ... It will open your heart!

-Rex Reed

"FINE, UNUSUALLY MOVING."
.
-Vincent Canby N. Y. TIMES
"AN UNFORGETTABLE 'FILM FOR
EVERYONE."
-judith Crist

THE: GUILD

3405 CENTRAL NE • 255-3050
(Sat.·Sun. 1:30, 3:30, 5:301 7:30, 9:30

Fri·Sat
Midni11htl
94 ROCK
Presents:
PINK
FLOYD

THE GREAT AMERICAN CHASE •••• (Sat.4:1Dl
ALLEGRO NON TROPPO ••.••••• (Sat. 6:001
SUN·TUE:
LUNA • , • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • (Sun. 2:001
MURMUR OF THE HEART • , ••• , .(Sun. 4:451
FRI·SAT MIDNIGHT
94 ROCK PRESENTS

Th~i~t:~~~~:;or

7:30
9:25

7:00
9:45

DON f)ANCHO'("
rt1
)

2106 CENTRAL SE •247-4414

AKIRA KUROSAWA'S
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HOWWHISTLE STOP WORKS:
l. Residents blow their whistles to signal trouble.
When others hear the signal they know that a
neighbor is in distress.
2. They call the police (2241).
3. Then blow their whistles to attract attention.

s

u

You Can Buy A Whisfle At:

B

-THE GENERAL STORE
- S.U.B. CANDY STORE
- U.N.M. BOOK STORE
-WOMEN'S CENTER

DUCk SOUP

T

DUCK SOUP was the Marx Brothers' climatic moment at Paramount. They
shared the btltlng with no one and were assigned director Leo McCarey, one of
the top directors on tho lot, and a genuine genius of comedy. As Prln;t• Minister

(Committee Against Rape meetihgs every Wed. at 3 p.m. In
the Women's Center.)

Fltefly ofF reed on Ia, Groucho sool1 reduces _queen Margaret Dumont s kingdom
to a shambles. Harpo and Chico appear as peanut vendors Whb become _secret
agents, Zeppo .. rounds out tho gang as Firefly's se~ratary and straight. man.
"lhe most surprising thhigaMott~ls film is1hat I dtd not go mttd-· lhGY were
completely ctazy," said director McCarey In CAHIERS DU CIN~MA.

FOR MORE IN FORMATtON CONTACT:
COMMITTEE AGAINST RAPE

277·3716
Usc only the dcclridty
you renlly need,

ASUN M

1.25

Others

E

R

Tonight Fri. May 2
7:00, 9:15 & 11:30

Look To Your Sol

H
E
A
T

IN COLOR
This film, the title of which
seekstoreproducethesound
of a trolley car in motion, is
the great master Kurosawa's
first motion picture in color.
Weaving together the lives of
a group of Tokyo slum dwell·
ers with a mixture of reality
and fantasy, Kurosawa gives
an impassioned affirmation
to life and to man's overcom·
ing his adversities through
hope and dreams. The color
and editing are stunning: the
actors, awesome.

Sat. May 3
7:00, 9:15 & 11:30
$1.25 & $1.75

.75

m1

Koskei
is currently
a
sophomore at UNM majoring in
P .E. and is planning on returning I
.,~~~
I
-· - -;~ a:~u·~
FE:!!
to UNM to the aid of the track
·. . ~
I .f~\.·--i.t: .
program next year,he should be a
: ..........,...
tJtTQ.r
r
.::~
big help when his elgihility is
1,:_;;~ ~-· .,,
tlJqK)_ 8~~
granted back to him.
'" ·~
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Lobo Football Players Ready for Pros

WfHSTLE STOP: is a community safety
program to fight crime and asspult on campus.

REMEMBER: RESPONSIVE NEIGHBOR$
MAKE SAFE COMMUNITIES.

days a week I have really seen an
improvement in my running,"
said Koskei.
Koskei had offers to attend
UTEP and Washington State,
both national powers in track and
field, but decided to come to
UNM because a nu.>nber of his
friends were attending UNM and
talked him into coming here.
Besides college competition
Koskei has also was part of the
Kenyan National team that
competed in the Commonwealth
Games against world class
competetion, but Koskei feels
that the competion is tougher in
college.
Koskei is constantly t.rying to
improve his time and said that is
what he tries to do each time he
runs.
" What I try to do is improve

Backpacking in New Mexico's Mountains

BLOW THE WHISTLE
FOR HELP!

277·5602

On The Schedule

l'Ug'P

~M~~~rn~L~~~~~OOSCWB~~r_t_s~~~~~~~~~~~. . , • " .. ·

T,pke a break from the books and
come hear Dr. Sam Roll, Psychology
Professor

By Pamela Livingston
Lobo Arts Writer

••
,..

Monday May 5, at 7:15p.m.
In The KIVA
Dr. Roll's Topic;
The Dangers Inherent
In Health Care
Public !s Invited

•I

... ,'

A photographic series in a mural form ofgelatin silver prints by Barbara De Genevieve reflect
the real-life fantasies and experiences of sexuality in the "MA Theses and MFA Dissertations
Exhibition. "(Photo by Pen-Chi Chou)

Boogie To:

1720 Central SE

MA, MFA Grads Show Work

PEilrClnsslc!ln

ff1h~,r~Uilms Vi~ ion
(£0rr.mr: J 822}
~·~fll!J1' &·io!u3·6 p.m!~...--.:..-

n~:;.·

Sh''"'ry Clmtcy
I,oho Art'l Writer

THE EARLY

BIRD•••

Join our "Early Bird" and
.
Summer Classes In Preparation
for Your Fall 1980 Exams
• Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff.
• Complete TEST-n-TAPE;.rn facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
• Small classes taught by skilled instructors.
• Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
• Voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
• Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 80 centers.

If you have ever wondered what goeil into
acquiring a Master in Arts or :Vlaster in l•'ine l\rtE,
you can get a clue by seeing the current exhibits at
the U:"IJM Fine Arts Museum and the Tutorial
Gallery. One of the largest exhibits to ever show at
the Fine Arts Museum is a collection of works by
M.A. and M .F .A candidates at UNM.
The works included in this show, which covers
both the upper and lower levels of the museum,
range from oils, acrylics and lithographs to
sculpture, jewlery and photography.
Barbara de Genevieve's photo series, True Life
Novelette, explores male and female sexuality
through the use of hand-colored gelatin silver
prints and mural paper. Reflective of real-life
experiences, her works take the observer through
various artistic fantasies that are humorous,
sensual, emotional and skillfully depicted.
Susan Von Glahn's versatile talents are evident
in her lithographs and mixed media prints which
are phlegmatic and systematic yet at the same time
provocative ad expressive. Examples of this dual
nature of Von Glahn's work are seen in her Hymn
V-The Veil, a discreetly feminine, sexual piece and
also in Eagles, Spirit of the Fish,. and others.
Barbara Colgrove exhibits portions of a major
work entitled Life Savers and Raisins, 25 books of
lithographs originally drawn on stones and
aluminum plates.
Peggy Ann Feerich displays two areas of her

n•kn!t; in miln•d media c;eulptures :mdphoto,b'1"ams.
Uwlcrc,J1'i'f' and Iioop·[J!l·!"a ar(l both interesting
pif~·•WJ which wuggest p[!Ht modes of women's
fa~hiom:. (ieonwtric, prismatic and modular are
some of the words usl•d to describe Robert W.
Hhoades watercolors and color lithograph constructions.
One
piece
entitled
Con·
8tnLction/Obstruction literally rests on both wall
and floor and gives the impression of a filamenttype mobility.
Some of the other interesting works shown in
this exhibit are color lithographs by Rosangela de
Carvalho Ferreira, photographs by Soledad Carillo
Shoats. Paul Akmajian's self-portraits in oils and
acrylics are fascinating examples of realism.
Some really exquisite jewlery made out of
combinations of copper, silver, and enamel are
shown by Marcia Collins and Carol A. Ennis.
The MA Theses and MFA Dissertations
Exhibition will run through May 18th and can be
seen TuesdayFriday, 10·5 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday, l-5 p.m. and sorne evenings.
A not-so-impressive show is the one in the Art
Department's Tutorial Glillery. This show is also
an MA Theses Show and consists of works by
David Joy and Diane Levingston. Joy's works are
made of unfired clay and Levingston's are combinations of ceramic, clay, fiber and wood, Joy, an
accomplished potter and teacher, is showing what
appears to be something close to experimental in
this exhibit. His pieces are three-dimensional,
some reaching out from the walls like wind-blown
tree branches. He entitles it the Thallusea Series.

Schlotzsky's
Frisbee Fling!

Educlllenll Ctlltir

127 Jefferson NE
265·2524

TEST PIIPAIATIOH
SPECIALISTS SIIICE 1131
'Witt! centeri h'l More Ttt•A 10 MilOt li.S. Cities Jiuetlo Rico, Toronto C11iada & luiiM, Sllflberlln<f

fir lnformalltlllltlll othor ctnltr$ DIITSIDl N.Y. STATE CALl TOLL FHE Mo.223-fll2

..r

Scott-Heron needs his band.
Beside the point? Not really.
Scott· Heron has a pleasant
Gil Scott-Heron showed enough voice, the kind you could
Tuesday night how music and listen to over and over again. He
politics can mix. Singing songs even has star quality. He looks
that lambasted nu.clear power, the way a star is supposed to look
U.S. immigration policies and - handsome. That helps. And he
racial strife in South Africa, has stage presence. He smiles a
Scott-Heron brought his political lot, and he looks like he means it.
messages to about 500 people in That helps too.
two separate concerts at the
But he is first and foremost a
KiMo Theater.
wordsmith. Music is the vehicle
His spoon-fed ideologies were he uses to get his words to
swallowed whole by the people. A poet, novelist and
unusually integrated audience author of three books, he has as
blacks, whites, Chicanos and much as admitted this, saying,
Native Americans - who stood "I got into recording as part of
up and shouted for more at the the consideration that there are a
end of the first concert. They just lot of our school children and a lot
couldn't get enough of his music of our adults, too, who do not
- questionably Scott-Heron's read comprehensively enough or
main purpose in giving the often enough to really enjoy
concert, but certainly the reason dealing with novels."
the audience was there.
Ironically, the concert's most
And no wonder. While Scott- successfuL songs, "Shut 'Urn
Heron delivered his sugar-coated Down" and "Cane," stressed
preachings in a voice almost as music, not words. Scott-Heron
sweet, his band made them even wrote "Shut 'Urn Down," a
more palatable with superb demand for the closing of nuclear
musicianship. The band members power plants, for the Musicians
- Edward Brady on lead guitar,
Carl Cornwell on alto saxophone,
Robert Gordon on bass guitar,
Vernon
James
on tenor
saxophone, Kenneth Sheffield on
trumpet, Glen Turner on
keyboards and Kenneth Powell
on drums - were all virtuosos.
Each band member, except
percussionist Powell who was
appropriately
unobtrusive,
played a solo and showed that

Gil Scott-Heron. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

They can be worth

FREE GIFTS FOR YOU

CASH tor
WOMEN'S USED.
CLOTHING

complete mformation
m our

''SELLERS
GUIDE"

~~~;~~PY

\1 ~

at .

RAGSHOP
N0.2

1200.YaleSE

255-6251

or

l
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RAG SHOP NO.1
2123 San Mateo NE
Campu~ Phammcy. and <:old<·n Ftwd ( 'htd(l'!l
You've seen announcements
t}imm,.; Blvd.' hetwrPn 12nonn and:) pIlL }1,1!"11 !u·
about the HCans for College
ab!t• to pxrhml!:W the cans Jbr your choi<·r· ofiim and
valuabh• gifh; £i'Om T-,;hirb to ht-adt towr·b
Education" Program ... and
Now ies here! An!wUHPI'-BUHch i~ mtroduring ''Cans for College" Vans Iryrlll ean't
a m•w 10 ounce can. Ttt int!'ndm·e vou to thi~ rww

package, we've ,;et up a ~pPcial pr;>f..'I'am of adivitiP:-<
that will let you get .FREE gifts and ~·nur sclmol eam
up to thousands of dollars in m•edl'd ,;cholar~hip
funds. Everv 10 oz. can turned in willlw recvcled. and
the money eamed will be donated to the UNM
General Scholarship Fund.

Here's all you have to do ..•
Free Gifts for You Save new 10 ounce

.
.

Dial
•
b
asummerJO:

The large Schlotzsky's is so big, It's servect
in the fRISBEE!!
$1 for Frisbee without order
2114 Central just west of Yale 842-9597 open 7 days a week

United for Safe Energy "No
Nukes" concert held in Madison
Square Garden September 19-23,
1979. He wisely concentrated on·.
a strong bass line and a simple
chorus ("Shut 'Urn Down").
Those who can restrain themselves from dancing to this tune
will want to chant along.
"Cane," the only song that
Scott-Heron didn't write, is a
reggae number that his band
slicked up by adding embellishments to the beat. Just
more frosting on the cake. It was
very good.
The problems with some of the
other songs, "Alien," "1980" and
"The Song for Bobby Smith," is
that they preach. "Alien" admonishes people (illegal aliens) to
"hold on to their dreams." Fine.
That's good advice for everyone.
But in the song, it's not given to
everyone. "Alien" paints a blackand-white picture of a complex
situation and makes monsters of
the "gringos. "
Nevertheless, the song was
well received by the audience as
Continued on page 19

Save those new 10 oz. cans

'··

Buy 1 large or 2
regular Schlotzsl<y's
Ius 2 large drinks and get
a Schlotzsl<y's Frisbee FREEl!

~

Show Mixes Music, Politics

Jf'JI'•t

Come One, Come All

256-9801/256-3526
Work as a Manpower Temporary. · Skilled clerical or
secretarial. Unskilled industrial or labor, Flexible

schedules. Good pay. Car and
phone are nccessa ry.

Budwei5er,'Natural Light. Michelob'and Michelob
Light'cans. Then, each Monday, Wednesday or l"riday
beginning April 25 bring them to one of the Redemp·
tion Centers located at Frontier Restaurant, Lobo

make it to the Redemption Center,;. ~pedal Tan~ Jbr
College Education" Van,; willlw .~topping at £i·a!!•rnities. sororities and other campu,; locations :\londay~.
Wednesdays and Friday>' ><tat'ting April 25 from
11::30-4:30 p.m.

Here's how many cans you need
for each gift:
Beach'Ibwel
T-Shirt
Visor
Giant Labels

24 Poster
18 BudMan
12 Frisbee

6
6
6

h

V..'e've t-,>iven you a head stat't with this certificate
worth three ca11s again~l your fkst gifr sell'ction.

-----~---------------------~--------~-------~------------------~--M-------~--~

•
IWORTH I
Th1s
certt'ficate worth 3 cans
aCANS :
. toward your gift selection . .
I
in the Anheuser-Busch "Can for College
!
Education" program (only 1 certificate
!
l._W_O_R-TH....,Ii
per person and prize)
·
IWORTH!
WORTHJ

a CANS 1

! 3CANSI
I
I

Th,, t'<·•·tlfi<·••lt
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.
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Final Day- Friday, May 9
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As Best Documentary
Best Boy
Direoted by Ira Wohl
Guild Theater
By Charles Andrews
Lobo Music Editor

One of these people is Dan lngroff, the other is William Chance. You can find out who is who
tomorrow night.

lngroff Presents Climatic Music
A concert of the original music
of Daniel Ingroff and William
Chance,
entitled
"Torrid
Zones ... Arid Expanses," will be
presented Saturday, May 3 at 8
p.m. at the KiMo Theater.
•rickets are $3.25 general admission and $2.25 for students,
children under 12 and s!lnior
citizens, available through
Ticketmaster and at the door.
The first part of the show will
featun\ the instrumental music of
guitarist Chance, accompanied
by I ngroff on his variety of in·
s!runwnts:
12·Ntring guitar,
mandolin, flute, ehromatk and

diatonic harmonicas, saxophone,
recorder, dulcimer, zither, and
Celtic harp. After a 15-minute
intermission, the second half will
showcase Ingroffs compositions
with Chance accompanying.
Both musicians were raised on
the East Coast. After attending
college in Indiana, lngroff played
in blues, rock and bluegrass
bands, a jug band that ranged to
ragtime, and several jazz bands
in Chicago, where he began his
solo career as a folksinger. "My
music explores mood in personal
space," he said, "as it encounters
the cultures of our times, and the

complexities of change. I use a
variety of instruments as well as
vocal style to create moods."
Chance sang ballads and rock
and roll and provided original
compositions for a number of
groups he played in until he
became dissatisfied with popular
music and "dropped out" to
move to New· Mexico. He
describes his music as "basically
eclectic, rooted in syncopated
Latin rhythms, with spacious
jazz-oriented chordal structures
that are emotionally evocative
yet leave room for improvisation."

His name is Philly. He's the
subject of-this film which won the
Oscar last week • for Best
Documentary., and he's a
remarkable man for several
reasons.
He's one of the most positive
individuals you're ever liable run
into. During the course of a
movie running nearly two hours,
and which was shot over a period
of more than three years, I don't
recall a single negative utterance
or action by him. His life is a
series of yeses - more accurately, a string of "yeah"-s,
The predominant expression on
his face is a smile, · escalating
frequently to a grin and often
breaking into unrestrained glee
which pours from that puffy,
likable face and sometimes moves
his entire body.
He loves to sing, and will burst
into song at the slightest
provocation. He doesn't always
remember all the words but he
certainly can carry a tune.
Backstage at "Fiddler on the
Roof," he was complimented on
his singing by the play's star
Zero Mostel after they joined in
an impromptu duet of "If I Were
a Rich Man."
Philly is a man of courage.
Mter nearly 40 years, he
retur-ned to school. But that's
only one of a number of new
challenges he took on.
He made a significant trip to

the zoo - momentous because,
at the age of 52, it was the first
time he had gone anywhere
without his parents (with the
exception of two years in an
institution in his early teens). In
school he faced and mastered a
number of tasks common to
everyday life and simple, but
awesome to everyone when first
confronted: knowing which
signal means you may safely
cross the street, going to the
store and buying something all
by yourself. Finally, the ultimate
challenge, which for most people
comes about 15 years after that
first trip away from Mom and
Dad - Philly moved into a place
of his own.
Philly has been mentally
retarded since birth. When he
was 12 he started to become self·
destructive, and his parents
didn't know how else to handle it
but to have him institutionalized.
But after two years all three of
them were so unhappy they
brought him home and that's
where he remained, insulated
from the world around him.
"Best Boy" is tinged with
sadness, but far more memorable
for its many light, funny, even
joyous moments. The sneak
preview audience laughed out
loud in many places, having
obviously formed an almost
immediate liking and empathy
for the protagonist. "Best Boy"
is superbly well-made, and so
enjoyable and uplifting- there's
no place for tears here - that it
will probably nullify the
prejudice many people have
about documentaries.

ELECT

P. TIMOTHY

EICHENBERG
BERNALillO COUNTY

COMMISSION
DEMOCRAT -District 3

THE

U·S·MARINES

the student body of
University of New Mexico

The elephant
is now wild on campus!
Elephant Malt Liquor from Carlsberg. The only
imported malt liquor in America. lt has a taste
you'll never forget.
lmpo;ted by Century Importers Inc., Baltimore, Maryland.

Distributed by Quality Import Co,, Albuquerque, N.M.

To hear about some unusual career opportuniJies available to men and women-while they stay in school and
after they graduate. Marine Corps career programs-in
data processing, telecommunications, avionics, finance,
business management, to name just a few-are among
the best offered in or out of the military. Find out all the
facts, when we visit your campus:
May5&6
9A.M.·2P.M.
Student Union Building

M~ya Chafe (left) and Tim Trujillo perform in "Choices. ,

(Photo by Beti Martinez)

Best Play is Bombed
By Thomas A. B. Mahoney
Lobo Arts Writer

Bombed in Beirut· definitely
did
not
bomb
in
the
Experimental Theatre in · the
basement of Popejoy last
Wednesday night.
On the
contrary, it has some of the
funniest and wittiest comedy
Albuquerque has seen for a long
time.
Written by Anthony Conforti,
Bombed is set on the inside of a
mental hospital in Beirut, with
war on the outside trying to
disrupt the serenity of the
patients and the doctor.
A
rightist banker with his wounded
son, a leftist ex-surgeon, and an
ex-hooker-turned-journalist
all take refuge in the hospital,
and the war is suddenly on the
inside.
Superbly played by Larry
Holerson, Tanoose, the retUr·
ned-from-the-dead bum
turned prophet, is witty and
lecherous as he bounces around
the stage pulling up his baggy
pants and equating life with a
backgllmmon game. His cohort
and fellow gameplayer Saba the
doctor (Phil Zuercher), an in·
discriminate drinker to say the
least, is droolingly, drunkenly
likeable as he tries to remember
he is the doctor and not one of the
patients.
Mamoud (Gary Bearley) is the
Captain Marvell of the leftist
revolutionary set, complete with
feathers in his Australian Anny
hat and gold-covered grenades
dangling from his belt. Rabi
(Laurie Daniels) is the sexy
ex-hooker who takes up
journalism because both oc·
cupations are "the same thing."
'l'he rightist banker (Chris
Overson) comes to the hospital
with his wounded son (Michael
Yoder) hoping to find a haven for
both his capitalist principles and
his briefcase full of financial
documents. And all are cordially
attended to by Abood the waiter
(James Albaugh) who is con·
tinuosly journeying to the
well-stocked cellar for more
vintage wine.
Tanoose and the doctor gamble
with backgammon for the truth
of
Tanoose's
resurrected
existance, for the freedom of the
free-spirited Rabi, and for
anything elee they can think of,
while the nurse who thinks she's

a nun (April Hicks) gives a
running string of criticisms,
curses,and catechisms.
And it becomes hilariously
funny when we find that the
financial papers the Banker and
Mamoud have been gambling
and fighting over have become
more paper airplane bombs for
the zaniest nut of them all, Rose
(Gloria Quick).
The set by Meg Aeby seems
awkward at first, but once into
the play we feel like we are in the
garden of a very posh sanitarium,
even with the war outside.
Costumes by Sandy McMahan,
lighting by Kurt Harriman, and
sound by David Kroth all sup·
port the good movement and flow
oftheplay.
Directed by Per Bjorklund,
Bombed in Beirut is outrageously
funny and very well worth the
$2,00 admission fee.
Perhaps the only low point of
the evening was the overly
sentimental Choices. Written by
Brent Stevens, the play is about
a man who sees his sister after
thirteen years and finds she is a
lesbian.
The idea is good, a.nd more
plays should deal with such
important and sensitive issues as
this. But the problem with this
play is that it is written from a
bad Freudian psychology tex·
tbook: their mother was divorced
and loose; the brother and his
friends used to terrorize the sister
and used to watch her undress;
and the brother used to tie up his
sister and push her over. Big
deal.
Some of the most serious
scenes in the play were laughed
at by a large portion of the
audience because after fifteen
minutes
of
revelatory
remeberances, the play was
already difficult to handle.
Instead of provocative, it became
trite and cliche, and even worse,
it became a peri>etuation of the
myth that gays are created and
manifested through mistreat·
ment.
I felt truly sorry for the actors
and actresses when laughter
greeted the scenes that were
meant to be tear-jerkers, but
the $Cript itself was simply a
bomb. Lesson: Sentimentalism
is o.k., but it must be original at
least. The cliche~~ can be 119en on
any daytime 110ap opera, and
they should be left there.
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ASA Exhibits Senior Works
By Sherry Clancy
Lobo Arts Writer

with !'ulor dose-ups of till' junk
tflod mH> vna;v <W({UirP insidl' surh

l'Htah!iHhmt•nts.
hamhurgt>rs and
Dreams,
A skillful hle>nd of tradition
Indian legends are some of t ht• and progression l'an bo St'Pil in
subjects of the art on display in t ht> porcelain nt'tilpture~ by
the "Senior Show" at the ASA Conrad Houst>.
EHpP.dally
Gallery. This show runs until unique is his piece entitled "NahMay 9th and is a collection of ho·koos Travelling on Night
works by senior-level UNM art Blanket." Another pieee which
students, with a few non-senior exhibits a harmonious blend of
pieces thrown in. Included in this past and present is the drawing
show are oils, photographs, by Emma Whitehouse. This
circular drawing is otherwise
acrylics, lithographs and more.
Senior artist Tonya Horton amorphous,
yet
highly
displays her multi-faceted talents reminiscent of an India.n
with a series of color phtographs medicine wheel.
entitled "Dreamtime Series #2"
and an untitled ceramic piece.
Two -large monochromatic oils
Horton has created impressive by Mary McBride contrast each
effects through potography with other in terms of light and dark
the use of vibrant color com· and are appropriately named
binations and unique viewpoints. "Fortissimo" and "Pianissimo."
Tom Ottinger's photo series These are two of the best works
takes the viewer on a black and in the show along with Mikey
white tour of hamburger stands Riley's "La Luz #4," a painting

whh-h capt urPs otw's altPnt ion
imnwdiat Plr upon l'lltPring t!w
galiPrv.
Carolilw MPPnan's oil i!> alMl
intt•n•sting. as w!'ll a'; ,Jmmnu
llunt'H wnrkH.
Hunt UHt'fl a
combination of oi!R, wat t'rcoloril
and het'swax to produce in·
leresting paintings which
suggest primevil, uni-cellular
substances. Ann McLaughlin's
lithographs have a whimsical
flavor and reveal her unique
style.
Many more works are being
shown in this "Senior Exhibit," a
little something for everyone's
taste.
The
show is
a
manifestation of not only senior
art students' talents, but also
those of the gallery's crew which
who have done an excellent job of
setting up the exhibit. The ASA
Gallery is open M-F ll-4 p.m. and
is in the basement ofthe SUB.

Conrad Houses "Cloud Blanket with Ne-ho-ka Dinehe "is one
of many works that stand out in the ASA Gallery. (Photo by

Pen-Chi Chour)

Gil Scott-Heron Just Keeps On

American Express hasn't changed its application qualifi,
cations for graduating students during the current credit crisis.
That's because the American Express~ Card isn't a credit
card. It's a charge card. There's no revolving, open,end credit.
You are expected to pay your bill in full every month. So with the
Card, you don't get in over your head.
You use your head.
American Express is continuing its special application
plan fc)r graduating students. If you have a $10,000 job (or the
promise of one) lined up, you can apply for an American Express
Card -right now.
You'll need the Card for everything from business lunches
to vacations, from buying clothes to buying theatre tickets.
You'll have new responsibilities after graduation. The
American Express Card will help you manag~ them.
To apply for a Card; just pick up an application
at one of the displays on campus. Or you can call the toll,
free number 800,528 ..8000,and ask for a special student application.

Continued From page 15
were "1980" which laments the
passing of better times (1969,
1975) and the imminence of 1984,
and "The Song for Bobby
Smith," which tells a "four-yearold warrior" to be brave and
strong in the world of adversity
that he must face. The song's
message: be ready to fight
because you'll have to. On the
other hand, what if no one was
ready or even. mildly interested in
fighting?
Scott-Heron and his band were
not the only ones interested in
preaching. Govinda, which
opened the show, had a religious
message in one of its songs that
took up more time than the

Beginning May 1
Share Certificates
$500.00 min.
8%

2 yrs.
substantial penalty for t•arly
withdrawal-prior to !JO days.
loss of all dh·idt>nds; after !JO
days dividend paid atl~r hclow
t·tun·nt sh arc ra tc.
int·reases in $500.00 inercments

$5000.00 min.
12.5%
3mo.
• withdrawal prior to

The American Express@Card. Don't leave school without it.

band's
instrumental
music,
which was considerably better.
Linda Cotton, a formel" Govinda
member, sang "New Age," a
song in which the "Supreme
Being" wi!I make all things right
any day now. Her enthusiasm
was similar to that shown by
singers on Sunday morning
religious television programs.
God save us. But she does have a
lovely voice, and when she
hummed along she conveyed
what the words af the song
couldn't say.
Govinda was more successful
with instrumental music,
finishing its set with a powerful
performance by Gerald Chavez Big River Production presents recording artists Daryl Hall and John Oates with special guests
to be announced in Albuquerque at the Civic Auditorium, Saturday, May 3 at 8 p.m.
on guitar.

maturitv-loss of all
dividcnis.

• inl'l·ensc in $5000.00

$3000.00 min.

9%
2 yrs.
• snmt• pe11alt) as$500.00 CD
• int•n•ascs irt SIOOO.()()
incrcnwnts

$10,000.00 min.
MMCDrate
182 (days)
• pcrullty same as $500.00 CD
• increases in $10.000.00
increments

incrl'mcnts

for additional infonnation call Coronado
Credit Union, 277-2431.

TOP-OFGodfather's Pizza Combo - it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So .what's holdin' ya'?

t.
...-o....afather's Pizza™

~~~

4 Loc:auc,ns\
Grants • Santa Fe

Roswell
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Castro Asks for Oil Boycott
HAVANA, Cuba (UP I) ( 'uhan President l•'idel Castro
blamed the United States
Thursday for the flood of
n·fugN•s now leaving the island
and •:aid of anyone who wanted to
!< ·m·,·,. 'l,pl tlwm get out.!"
il•· :1l:-1o ealh•d on OPI•:C
, oom,f, i••: •o •:how tl!l'ir >:olidarity
· .,. ~ r;~n l·.~ n•fu•>ing to sPII oil to
. , '· , . ,,,., r ; hal j.,in'< t lu: 1Jnil.!11!
in , . ~ ~~·,,~·;ilng

""

an PPonontk
if, Ia mk

1 !w

' ! ; 1,i ! ~ ~ .~ ~ •/ .•

qf l.mth
l:r·'l<• . rili,, i" tlw monwnt of
'; ,.,~l~ J.,r 1 !w non-alignPd
, m.rH ri•·". i hir1 i:·r tlw momPnt of
r ,nth i1 •r t iu · Third World."
'tl r,,j., · . ltJt· !IJf>fi!Hli

,,.,, f

( 'aqt.ru 'laid.

c<lp••nlling lwfon• a (:rowd of
morP than 1 million per.gons in
t.iw Pluza dt• Ia Hevolucion,

hour speech, unusually short for
him, was interrupted several
times by the huge crowd, who
chanted: "Let them get out! Let
them get out!"
Referring to Republican
pmsidf•ntial candidate Honald
Heagan 's suggestion that there
Ill' a naval blockade against
('uha, Ca•-;tro said thnt lh1•
milit;u;; harl been orderPd to form
"militia~ of (llrritorial troop~:" m;
az1 add it iomd armed forep to
<lPfl'lld tlw <'ount.r;v against a
po'JNihlP invasion.
Tlw m•w fon:e would !'on~bt,

Castro said, "of men and women,
workers, peasants, anyone who
can fight."
"We are now working on plahs
in case of a total blockade," he
said. "What we have to do to
survive and resist."
Critieizing the failed American
attempt to rescue the hostages in
Tehran and referring to the
American <'Conomic blo~kade of
Cuba, Castro said it waA his
c·ountry's "duty to HUppnrl Iran,
and ilhow our solidarity because
we suffer th(! sam!~ situation as
tlrey do."

Afghan Soldiers Kill
20 Student Protesters

NEW DELHI, India (UPI) i'uf>tw Maid in a May Day speech Afghan soldiers and helicopters
llw llnitt•d States had created the fired on students protesting the
r1•fuW!!' problem.
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
··From Florida cnme the idea of killing 20 persons and injuring 60
t<t>nding the !JOatH," he said. "We others in Kabul, reports said
hav1• limited ourselves to ex· Thursday.
t Pnding thrrn the courtesy of
A traveler reaching New Delhi
~-:oing along with their idea."
who witnessed the incident said
Castro said U.S. officials had rock-throwing students shouting
1•xpressed surprise that there "death to the Soviets" clashed
w!'re criminals among some of the with security guards in front of
refugees arriving in Key West, the residence of the commerce
I•'la., and added, "What did they minister. Minutes later, the
believe, that they were artists, guards and troops supported by
intellectuals, technicians?
helicopter gunships opened fire,
"The immense majority of he said.
Fourteen students, some of
those people were lumpen (a
communist term for one who does them women, were killed in the
not work), a couple of lazy people street battle.
and a couple of shameless
Other student protesters
people," he said. "We are converged outside the People's
fulfilling our commitment. All Palace where they were fired on
who want to go to another by soldiers. Six women were
country, let them get out!"
killed and several others injured,
The Cuban presidents 1 ~• • he said.

1I~ationa.l
by Garry Trudeau
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C!earNCut Losses
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The disturbances were the
worst to erupt in the Afghan
capital since last February when
anti-Soviet rioting jolted the city
for three days.
The traveler's report was
confirmed by Press Trust of
India news agency dispatches
from Kabul which said weeklong
demonstrations
culminated
Tuesday when students burned
Afghan flags and screamed anti·
Soviet slogans.
At least one Soviet armored
car was seen in flames as the
2,000 to 5,000 students stormed
through the streets of Kabul, the
traveler said, quoting eyewitness
accounts.
Eyewitnesses saw Mi-24
helicopters firing on Kabul
University to stop the students
who were shouting "death to the
Soviets" and "death to President
Babrak Karma!."
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GIVE THE GRADUATE
A DEGREE OF EXCELLENCE

•••

A HEWLETT-PACKARD
SERIES E.

To enter the world of professionals, graduates need the tools for
professionals, Hewlett-Packard's affordable Series E calculators are just
the tools they need.
For Science and Engineering Graduates
• HP-31 E Scientific
• HP-32E Scientific with Statistics
• HP-33E Programmable Scientific
• HP-33C Programmable Scientific with Continuous Memory
• HP-34C Advanced Programmable Scientific with Continuous
Memory

For Business and Finance Graduates
• HP-37E Business
• HP-38E. Advanced Financial Programmable
• HP-38C Advanced Financial Programmable with Continuous
Memory
The Series E calculators offer these Hewlett· Packard featiltcs: RPN
logic, acclaimed for its ease and power in problem-solving; programming
capability on some models for repetitive calculations; easy·to·read dis·
plays, with commas and decimals inserted, low ba!lery warning light and
HP's well-known reliability. Make professional life easier for the graduate.
Give a Hewlett-Packard Series E professional calculator.

/5 AGIWfT CfJIJN·
7R.Y! 60Vf!WMfNT
[J(Je';N'rlfA'IeTO
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U.S., 15 Others Snub
May Day Celebration
MOSCOW (UPI) - The top
diplomats of the United States
and at least 15 other nations
snubbed the Kremlin Thursday
and boycotted Moscow's May
Day celebrations to protest the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
There was no Soviet reaction to
the obvious absence of most non·
Communist ambassadors from
the celebrations in Red Square.
But some marchers carried
placards declaring "hands o~
Afghanistan"
and accusing
American and Chinese "im·
perialists" of interfering in
Afghanistan.
The Afghanistan signs and
posters, as well as others
declaring friendship with Iran,
were all on a list of officially
approved slogans distributed
weeks beforehand.
The chiliy state of East-West
relations was underscored by a
Soviet television announcer's
broadcast commentary from Red
Square, which said, "The recent
months have seen a worsening of
the international situation owing
to the imperialist circles of the
United States of America,
"They are trying to gain
superiority over the socialist
community," he said.
Diplomatic sources said the
ambassadors' boycott, which
involved sending lower-ranking
diplomats to the parade, was led
by the United States and was
joined by most of its NATO

allies, China and Japan. Spain
and the remaining NATO
members, France, Iceland and
Greece, ignored the gesture and
sent their ambassadors in accordance with normal protocol.
Soviet President Leonid
Brezhnev looked relatively
healthy as he reviewed the parade
from his customary post atop the
Lenin Mausoleum at the Kremlin
wall. An aide helped him climb
the steps of the .stone tomb, but
the 73-yearold Soviet leader
waved to the crowd and smiled
~th more exuberance than
usual.
With Brezhnev were Premier
Alexei Kosygin and other
colleagues on the 13-man
Politburo, but Defense Minister
Dmitri Ustinov was a con·
spicuous absentee.
Besides the anti-American
banners, another departure from
May Day tradition was a military
show. Unlike last year, when
1 ,500 soldiers marched. with fixed
bayonets, the parade this time
focused on a celebration of the
country's
industrial
and
agricultural success.

dem-cut loss in eight sessions
Thursday when a gloomy con·
,;truction report indicated to
investors
the
economy's
recession may be worse than
~·xpL>cted. Trading was moderate.
The Commerce Department
report that March construction
spending plunged 5.8 percent
overshadowed President Carter's
claim that "we've turned the
corner" in the inflation fight.
The Dow Jones industrial
average, down only a fraction
about 2 p.m. EDT, fell 8.27
points to 808.79. In the previous
seven sessions, the Dow had
risen 57.93 points, including 5. 97
Wednesday.
That set the stage for some
profit taking, brokers said. And
t.he traders began to cash in on
n>cent profits heavily after the
construction report, one of the
worst on record.
The department Wednesday
said its March leading economic
indicators fell2.6 percent, virtual
proof the economy went into a
slide in late February. The
construction report indicated the
recession may be worse than
anticipated.

Taxpayers Buy
Nixon's Office
NEW YORK (UPI) - Workmen put the finishing touches
Thursday on a 15-room suite
where former President Richard
Nixon will set up office, officials
said.
Warren Gardner, regional

STUDENT BOOK STORE
2122 Central SE
243-1777
'Where student prices are found everyday"

(JirPct.or of businN•s affair£ of t hn of our gn•at ]\; ati(mal Park fPW!l\'e of t he• tli·g;mi~·,atinn of
General Services Administration, System."
Petrolmtm Exporting CountrirR
said he expects Nixon's staff to
Rita Molyneaux, a spokesman P.qwcted lo convem• later this
move into the 13th· floor suite at for
the
eonservationist month, the Saudi newspupt•r AI
26 Federal Plaza in lower Wilderness Society, predictt•d Medina said Thlll·sday.
Ma!lhattan on Mondav. Nixon's Dickenson would "do a ve1·y fine
The newspaper said au l'X·
chi~:>f of !;taff. Col. J acl~ Brennan, job" in his new post,
'
traordinary OI'EC conferelll't>
is expected to arrive early in the
"He has the stature and tenure opening Sunday at the summPr
W('ek.
and service to administer the n:sort of Al Taef will not deal
Brennan is with ~ixon on a park service well and ov£>rcome with prices,
European tour.
some of the morale problems,"
Quoted by the Qatari News
Preparations were made for the she said.
Ageney, the newspaper said the
office when the former president
Andrus said Dickenson's Taef conf('rence will "focus on
moved from his San Clemente, appointment, which does not OPEC's future strategy" and will
Calif., home to a brownstone at require Senate approval, will be set a time and a place for another
142 E. 65th St., in February.
effective as soon as ad· OPEC Ministerial conference.
Renovation material and labor ministrative details are comfor the office suite cost $53 ,000, pleted. ·
"There is a strong trend among
The annual rent, to be paid from
Dickenson, 57, served as OPEC members to hold this
a special government fund for deputy director of the service in conference in May and devote it
former presidents, is $66,600, Washington from 1973 to 1975 to the question of prices," the
Gardner said.
and was director of its N ationa! newspaper said.
Capital regional office from 1969
It also said that Saudi Arabia,
to 1973.
the world's largest oilexporting
He has been director of the country, would hike oil prices at
Pacific
Northwest office, the meeting.
covering Alaska, Washington,
"In the course of this con·
Oregon and Idaho, since
ference, Saudi Arabia is expected
December 1975.
WASHINGTON (UPI)
to announce an oil price increase.
Interior Secretary Cecil Andrus
But at the same time, it will urge
Thursday named Russell E.
other producers to lower the price
Dickenson as director of the
of their oil in order to realize a
National Parks Service and
price balance within OPEC," the
conservationists applauded the
newspaper said.
choice.
Humans have been invited to
Dickenson, a veteran of 33
dress
in frog costumes, jump,
years with the agency, currently
and
croak
Sunday at the
heads its regional office for the
Wildwood
Nature
Center in
Pacific Northwest.
act as
Barre,
Mass,,
as
they
He will replace William J.
stand-ins
for
their
favorite
Whalen, who was fired last week
as a result of dissatisfaction with amphibians in a Rites of Spring
FORT WORTH, Texas (UPI)
and management frog jumping contest.
personnel
British author Michael
changes he made during three
Eddowes went before a civil
years as director.
appeals court Thursday seeking
Andrus said Whalen would be
permission to sue for the
reassigned.
reopening of the grave of
He said Dickenson "has solid
presidential assassin Lee Harvey
experience in both rural and
Oswald.
urban parks. He is an 'old pro'
CAIRO, Egypt (UPI) - Saudi
who can be expected to inspire Arabia, America's largest foreign
Eddowes, the author of a book
confidence among co-workers and oil supplier, will announce a price on the Nov,
22,
1963
those concerned with the future increase at a ministerial con- assassination of President J obn

Andrus Appoints
Parks Director

Humans Invited
To Dress as Frogs

Eddowes Seeks
Grave Reopening

OPEC to Propose
Price Increases

.........,~=

~ ~~

_/7;'\t"JfSandia~~

F. !·; •·mwd~ . d:m m a ~'"\ ,.,
IH; B agt•n! was hurkrl in
Cl;;vv,tld'~~ gr'aVP.

Tlw thn•e·judt~l' pmwl nf tlw
nlate Court nf Civil Appealri t uolt
tlw cast•undPr advb(!llH>nL. Court
spokummn llan llat1•s, a ln·iding
attorney, tJaid the court. mmally
talws betwePn un!l and thn•e
W(~kH to r<'turn a deci:;ion.
Eddow<;>s' hool{ cont!•ndR tlw
Soviet agt>nt killed Kennedy and
that it was that agent · - not
Oswald- who was shot to death
two days later by Dallas
nightclub ownl'r Jack Ruby.
At the request of the Oswald
family, the body was taken from
Dallas County to neighboring
Tarrant County for burial in
Rosehill Cemetary in I~ort
Worth.
Eddowes maintains the Dallas
County medical cxamincr'H
autopsy on the body was faulty
and that a complete autopsy
would show the dead assassin
was the Hussian agent, not.
Oswald.

{INM Trumptt !oi!Udcnr. Recital -- rrJJa~·. \1av :i Ul

Keller Hall, R:l~ I'M.

Women trltJmitc: J'rJstH:'e PJayrrs ~· Ptacti4:C Sunday.
12:30 PM on !UUih field b<hind !he football 'Indium.
Srnlor Rrdt•l -- _Steve Chao;c1. pen:u~•,ionist.
SundAy, May4, 1 'PM inKc:ller Hall.
Srnlor Redial -

Donna Noli.!t1t, dar:ln~. Sunday,

Ma1 4, 4 PM In Krllt'l' Hall.
UNM Jan Bands~- Sunday. May 4 on the Mall at 6
PM~ Jl h rairas, go to keller Hall. Free.
UNM Early Muolc Ens.mbl< - SU<an Pnttick and
Floyd Williamst DlrC'Ctors. Sunday, May 4, 8:1S PM
In Keller Hall. Free.
Citfuns A1afnJC Nuclear Thr~•t! - Potluck with
spcoaker. Monday. MayS, 6:30PM at 106-Gitard SE.
Arts Mlilagtmfftl Group -- Meets Monday, MayS,
7PM in room B-434ofthe FineArtsC'enter.
KVNM - Persons interested in broadcasting caU
217-4807.

Mls..lJ UNM 1980 4041.

Jnlercstcd tiindidates call 277·

KRST Welcomes

All
SHORTS

Cover
Photo
by
Dick
Kettlewell

9611 MENAIJL BLVD. NE
ALBlJQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87112
293-9725

~PAT TRAVERS BA

eXPires S/17/SO

•

T.G.I. Tecate! Tecate Beer imported from Mexico.
Do It the Mexican way,
straight from the can with lemon and salt.

Thursday, May 15th
Albuquerque Civic Auditorium

$8.00 advance/$8.50 day of show

IIIIIIIIIIIIIFT.EIP'~~~W~rsd~o1m111m1po1r1ts~a~le1s~C.o.,.

•A I

Inc. lrvtne, Calr(ornra 92714.

Mak.,.s of Honcf M¥•
lncllan Jewelry
CMOTOWN

.

10 lnncrVJcw:• with f)Jo.k
Kt"N!\1 Prognun Note~
J.;nipfing, new~ an~hor fllr KOlJ.TV. Smurday, Mav
3, J1 AM.
.

Mountain Outfitt£rs

~P.J ~:~KL:~6

SIS

Briefs

Produced by Larry Vallon Presents
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Saturday, May 3, 12:30-6:30 p.m.
Featuring a full day
of Country & Bluegrass Music
by New Mexico's Best Bands
Starring

THE SONS OF RODAN
GHOSTRIDER
ATOMICGRASS
CACTUS KIDD

sound b1,· Bldk,•ll; Pro Audio

PlUS: La Posadas's famous Bar-B-Que
(at 4:00p.m,)
PLUS: A street dance at Hokona
featuring the Rock 'n Roll sound of
ASHLEY POND
B·midnight
Fre~ to all UNM studtmt'>
Spun;ored bv RHSA.II C dnd CH.LAf{ prn<Jt.:lmlilil~l

.....
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Disabled Use Therapy Pool
By Terry Fletcher
Lobo Staff Writer
For some people a swim is a
swim; but for the people who use

the UNM Therapy Pool the effort
means doing things that would
otherwise be difficult, if not
impossible, said pool director
Charlotte Piper.
"The handicapped who use our
pool, especially those who suffer
from multiple sclerosis, can walk
and do other exercises they would
not otherwise be able to do," she
said. "I feel the buoyancy of the
water gives water therapy more
advantages than other types of
therapy."
Special education classes from
hlgh schools and middle schools
and senior citizens groups
throughout the city use the pool,
Piper said.
·
UNM students enrolled in a
physical education course and
students from the School of
Nursing work with the senior
citizens and .MS victims.

"Besides the physical benefits,
the pool gives all of the groups a
chance to relax and socialize
while at the same time our
students learn to work with the
handicapped," she said.
"With the physically han·
dicapped the affected areas are
worked through the range of
motion,n Piper said. "With the
emotionally and mentaly han·
dicapped children it is just a time
to be kids and the water safety
programs help their self image
and give them a feeling of human
worth."
Sharon Lewis, director of the
MS pt·ogram said the UNM
therapy pool is the only swimming pool in the city with a
handicapped entrance ramp.
Groups or individuals in·
terested in the therapy pool
programs may contact Charlotte
Piper at 277 ·4028,

106 Girard SE
265-5170

FAST AND COMPETENT
BICYCLE REPAIR
* Same day service on simple repairs.
* Quick service on other repairs.

* Competitive prices on all
parts and repairs ...

BUT ...
(Previous page-top photo) Dorthy Kirk (right) of the multiple sclerosis class strains BS she
exercises leg muscles with help of student assistant Nita Coleman (right center). The buoyan•
cy in water aids the patient as well as the therapy assistant in exercising back muscles. (Left
center) Class-assistant Lauri Trevizo (leaning right) and a child (name withe/d) of the Me·
Callum ElementatY School Multi-Handicapped Class are all smiles as they play ball. (Bottom
left) Therapist Chet Brown assists Heidi Brown (no relation) of the senior cit1zens group in
floating.
(Top three photos) Dr. Wayne Thornberry (right) of the multiple sclerosis class rides the
wheelchair ramp down into the water and floats out into the middle of the pool with the help
of student aid Markie Polly (left), Dr. Thornberry is a fotmer UNM Medical Center physician.
We were told he is an inspiration to the other patients of the MS class. (Photos by Dick Kettlewell)

If you'd rather do it yourself:
Use the tools and stands on our public shop.
Close by you'll find a large. stock of repair parts
and people to help you over the tough spots.
Beginners welcome; instruction available.
Experienced mechanics also welcome ... using the
right tools (e.g. coffer pin extractors, wheel truing
stands, sturdy bike stands) makes repairs simple
and fast.
Use of fools: $1 .50 per hour
Instruction: $2.50 per hour
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C'ON IRIBUTI• TO Cl.EAN air.
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WANt -T-C>-ll"'U"'Y:-5:-::8:--t""•2-:V:c.W~s""·c-=d-an-=-ro_r,_p_or~t-~.""c-tr-ur..,..lk
ltd, left from fender, and engine lid ~specially). 8777%1 ur N4215f>5.
tfn
t ·c·iNlA('TS?1? !'OI.!SillNC; & SOLUTIONS.
< •I'•CY Optn:al Cumpany 265·8846.
tfn
f'RE(JNAN< 'Y TESTINti& COHNSEI.JNG. Phone
241 9Hl9.
tfn
!U·<'Y< U! IT.
tfn
I'A"iSPORT AND iNOEN'lii'IC'ATJON photos. 3
l11r t4 25'! !(llkc;t price; in town! f·ast plealing. near
UNM. Call 265 .. 2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd.
'>I'..
tfn
SKAll•RS: SKAT!'. CITY hal it ull Morningside at
C'rnt rul, 2S$ 4Jl6, 2 6 p.m.
5112
'i!tAKin; rrF1Yis fOR sole. Call Kip, 242·7372
after~ p.m.
S/12
I'SIIJD!FLN SllDAMllRK'A, cono1.ca La America
I :nina pur cxperiencia propia. Progroma de UNM.
lnfnrmal'inn, 233 Or1ega.
S/12
I ()v.:\m l' ITRRFIS FOH 1ale. 8 wks old. $50. 88311•7·l
5/07
I'II/A <TTY SPiiCJAL, 2 ~!ices of chee~e pizza for
$1, wnh purtha\e of large mft drink. 127 Harvard
.,,. !lrmg rhi•, ad. Al>n whole·whrm piua availnb!c.
S/02
VOl l'Nri+R YO!IR I'X'IRA time to nn active
,;!fJIJIUIVll 1 nm Rkhurd\on fl>r u.s. Congrel~. 262·
!11'11
S/12
I!YI'NOSl~!'AI I WHlJNEY,BZl-0576.
51!2
\1/0"'II N' MI·N! cAN ynu un•,cramble: Elbbnrcs?
•,n·;;;~Jp'' w~ '"'"rc mlln' and hnve fun doing it. Meet
'" w t;J<CI (and v.r>r<l~). 266-6702,292-1080.
~/12
•, l!1IU' HI!! I! Cih\R r>vcr the •;ummer, at the
'•lma~e Pl;t•c, 4,2(1(1 Hogan NE, 88(.4!41. Specinl
··tn>knt tate, $9/mo.
S/12
I
-,)ANClNO; llNM mall. 7:10·11 :Oo p.m.
I!!:!_~!'·
5112
''KYiliVl'• I·lRSI JIIMP mursc Saturday. Make
'"ur •.kvd1vc on Sunday. 2HI . I 24~.
5112
.\i)mu.sc; AND STIIH1 envelope~ at home. Any
,1rea. $RIJO per tll(lnth possible. ()ffer, .~end $!
(rdundahlc) tn: I'riplc "S," ~69-1'9 Juniper, Pinon
H>lh, <A 92372.
5101
WAN IHJ:. ~CORI•!o H~MAl E to hitchhike 10
htaml>u! or Ticrra riel J·ucgt> with me thil summer.
Mu't he pcr•.unal•lc and intdligcm. J'atrkk. 242·
<on.
5/02
Kioi~: HAPPY 21~t llirthday. l.ove, Sheila ~nd
Nnra.
S/02
VIHP VOir! VClTl'! 1! Primary Hection i'l June
1rd. Vote 1' Timothy I'tdienllerg for Dernnlillo
( uunty Cumnmston.
S/12
l!MMI·R, IIAI'PY ANNlVf·RSARY, Babe. I lmc
\llU. MD.
S/02
'i{'f.:WARI>: URIN<i MI: th~ head of Ayat(IIJah
1\hmncm. Alfredo CHucia.
Sl02
Dl1SINI·SS MAJORS HAVE you mmidercd owning
Y••ur uwn business? Our firm is expanding in the
.1\lbq. nrca and we are looking for u number of
amhitiou<o and motivated ~ople who would like to
dcHior. a ~areer in mark,1ing and 5ales management.
n1e invc;tmcnt is minimal and the pay s~ale and
l•cndits are subsuuuiaL Interested parties contact
httt Oamlcr, 281·~112 for appointment.
5112
f~ORMINCi A GROUP 10 discu~~ philosophy and
'cll'-dc~elnpmcnl. lfintcmtcd, .:all296·8188.
S!l2
\.in<; IIAPl'Y 2nd MONTH. Love yalou, Pay. 5102
$Ill Oil·- YOl! Rl'AI> nght~$10 discounr on our
'1'11118 perm ~petial nt l!llagc I Half D~>ign, Offer
mduuc1 haircut, ~tyle \lnd ~pe~:ial tomlitioning. Or
wu can get Sl off on JUSt a haircut or style, again
wnh spmal c11ndirioning. All work i~ guar~nttcd to
Ytlllr ~ali>faction. linah arc approaching, ntake sure
Jt l~ast your hair passe~ the test. Special available on
!'irt .eru!i<urc> pcrfM for Mother'~ Day.lmagot I i~
l•lCJted nt 2r.tll PcnUI)Ivanta Nl·, 1.:2 block nor1h of
Menaul ( <\11298 9233 aml ae,k for Karen. Offer good
thtiiU~h' 17 With thi>ad.
~it2
lXUIIN<i RAH TRIP<;, <hear. Evemngs, 884:

c!n,

"H2~

5/12

\<li'R:\11
INHlRMAIION AllOllT con·
rr.t•<'PIH>n, qcrih7atkm. ahmuon. Righi 10 ('lwmc.
:.•;~ 11171.
tfn

2.

I .. OST & FOUND

!JOtTG! AS Hl'MI'HRFY l'NM !D card was fou11d
m nc !\1(' parkmg lot, claim in Marron Hall 105.
5!02
~HXI •R!-\\IAHO FOR Rt:mRN of wolf·gray
mal;tmutl' lost 111 300 block of Princeton. Contact
t.:e,nl, 255-6933 or Debbie, 268·4764.
Stl2.
·H>eND. I' AIR or• men's glasses nutside the Kiva.
IdentifY and claim in Marron Hall, Hm. 105.
5102
HHIND: l!NM 10 belonging to J~mcs OiaT, claim in
Humanitico;41S..
5/07

JOHN SPENCE, YOUR wallet Js in Humanities 415.
S/07
FOUND: SILVER MAN'S watch with leather band.
Call Glenn, 265·9571.
Sll2
FOUND: ROllERT PilDERSEN'S wallet near the
park on Central. Identify and claim in M~rron Hall,
Hoom IClS.
5/02

3.

SERVICES

K!NKO'S TYPING SE:lWICE (IBM Selectric) and
now 3 minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268·85!5. We do keys.
tfn
GUITAR LESSONS: ALl. styles. Marc's Guitar
tr
Studio. 265-3.115.
QA TYP.ING SEHVICE. A comrlete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal medical,
~cholastic. Charts&tables, 345·2125.
5/02
EXPERIENCED, ACCURATE TYPIST: transcribing, term papers, letters, resumes, manuscripts,
etc. 294.0167.
S/02
TYPING, IiDlT!NO, 266·4567,
5102
TIM'S Tll.LING: ROTOTILLING and yard
maintenance. 268-6510.
5/12
INSTANT MOTORCYCLE SERVICE. Called th~
shop1 lately? They'll squeelc you in next month.
Maybe! We'll (!o it today! Now. All service
gu'!ranteed. Summarize your bike today. 298-1681.
tfn
TYPlNO, FAST ACCURATE. Reliable, 292-4360.
S/12
S/12
liNDA: 268·8158. ACCURATE TYPING.
CLASSICAL UUITARIST, WILL play for special
tlccas5ion~. Also private instruction. 242·8930, 277·
Stl2

J928.

lAST MINUTE TUTORING or assisrance in Math
100, 120, 121 or ISO. Oct your ncr together For final~.
298 7850.
S/07
"24 HOUR TYPING," 255409!, Jean.
S/12

4.

HOUSING

nm CITADEI.~SUPERB location near UNM &
dowmown. Du> service every 30 minutes. I bc(:lroom
or efficiency, $195·$260. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher & disposal, recreation room,
<owimmin& pool, 'TV room & !auudry. Adult complex,
nn pd s. 1520 University NE. 243·2494.
tfn
ROOMS IN tARGE house. S!OO.SI2S. No pets,
\moker~. 268-1654.
S/09
I'NORMOlJS 'TWO BEDROOM townhouse.
Fireplace, nine·foot closets. Excellent furnishings.
Jn;ulmed for quietness. S320, utilities paid. Furnished
one hcdroom house with study, Harewood Ooors.
Sl87.50 plus utilities.• Doth in UNM area and Jm.
maculate. No pets, children. 842.0925.
5112
MARRIED VET STUDENTS wa.nt to house-~it
June, July, August. Will provide cxccllcnl care of
home, plants, animals. 281-3342, days. 281-3078,
cvening5.
$/!2
AVAILABLE NOW. LARGE 1 & 2 bedroom apt.
112 block from University, laundry room, recreation
room, outdoor pool. 266-0011.
5/02
ROOMMATE WANTED: $60 a month. Large
house, fireplace, backyard, male preferred. House
lm;attd north of campus, walking distance. C'all 268·
9576.
S/02
ROOMMATE: FEMALE PREFERRED, 2 bedroom
house, garden space, wid, 10 min. UNM, bus near,
cable TV. $175, split utUltes. Marci, 266-9025. 5112
ROOM ANt> BOARD in exchange for babysitting.
Strange sdu!dtllc, lots of free lime. Must have (ar,
S/12
R83-SI79cvcnings, 293-1353 dttys.
ROOMMATE: I'INE 4 UDRM. house near UNM.
$8f.SO. 268·8258.
S/07
QUIET, HARDWOOD FLOORS, 2 bedroom,
hrcplnce. Sublet June, July Sl75. 344-7375, evenings.

$1 12.50. 2M-2244.
S/12
FOR RENT: NICE one bedroom apts for quiet
people. Near Coronado Cer.ter. Furnished or unfurnished. 883·4616.
S/07
1-lOUSEMATE: MATURE NON-SMOKER
preferre<l. Bright, spacious 3bdr. home, 15 min.
UNM, bus near, SilO plus, 292-1080.
5/12
STUDIO CONDOMINIUM NEAR UNM and
airport. !maculate, excellent furnishings, air con·
ditioning, swimrning rtooJ, jacu~i. laundry facilities,
available Sll 8 to B/10. $245 includes utilities. 243·
6025.
S/12
FOR RENT: SMALL 3 bedroom house near Coors
and Bridge. $225 month. First/last a11d deposit. 243·
7366.
5102
BY OWNER: NEAR UNM. 3 bedroom, J 3/4 baths,
mid 60s. Owner will finance. No agents. See to ap.
preciat~! 268-0744.
5/02

5.

FORSALE

MUST SELL 1968 CHEVELLE Malibu, small Y·8,
in good ~ondition, the Interior is in excellent con·
dition, $800 or best offer. Cali831·3S09 after 4 p.m.
5/12
MOVING BARGAINS, CALL 266-4770. Kitchen
carpeting, bookcase, copy holder, punch bowl, desk,
tray, electric hearer, drapes, footstc>ol, trash con·
tainer, antenna, bath carpet.
SIOZ
1979 HONDA 500 CX cUstom with Yetter fairing,
lower, and cyclesound syltcm. 9500 miles, excellent
5/02
condition. Call Mike, 247-4636 afler S p.m.
STEREO AMPLIFIER, 40 WATTS/channel, call
Mike after 8 p.m., 881-7763.
5102
l'IRERIRD FORMULA !974, excellent condition,
AC, PB, PS. Ca!l293·1426.
5102
4-MAN RAFT AND !llotor ~omplete. $240, 2569795.
S/02
ROYAl. TYPEWRITER. CALL Mike after 8 p.m.
88!-7763.
5102
GOOD CAMPING VAN. $900. 247-2~65.
5101
1971 DATSUN 510.$450. 266·1027.
S/07
ENGLIS!-1 10 SPEED. GOOD condition. 266-1178.
5112
GAR(' lA CLASSICAL GUITAR, $225, make offer.
298·6969.
S/12
BEAUTIFUL ALASKAN MALAMUTE, female, 2
years, gentle, S7S to good home. 242-8760.
5112

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME JOB, graduate students only, After·
noons and evenings. Must be able to work l'riday and
Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone call$, please, Saveway Liquor
Stores, at 5704 Lorna, NE, 5516 Menaul NE.
tfn
DIAL A SUMMER job.! Skilled clerical and
secretarial. Unskilled industrial and labor. Car and ·
phone necessary. Please call: Manpnwer Temporary
Sen-ices, 256·9801 or 256·3526.
S/12
PART-TIME !'HONE solidtor, will train. 2 parttimers to solicit classified ilds by phone. PlentY of
pro1pects, ca1y to sell, interesting work, good pay.
Evening hours most productive. Pleasant voice, good
handwriting or typing required. Call Personnel, 843·
7537.
5/07
URUSH RANCH CAMP for boys located in
mountains east of Santa Fe now hiring male counselors who also instruct in one of the following areas:
western horseback riding, riflery-hunter safety,
fencing, art and drama. Dates, June l I·Aug. 9.
Contact James Congdon, PO Box 2450 Santa Fe, NM
81501 orcalll-757·8772.
S/12

r---....

--~--

....

BlWi:ili RANCH CAMP for girls located in
mountaiM east of Santa Fe now hiring women
counselors who also instruct in one of the following
areas: Drama, fencing, and dance. Dmes June I I·
Aug. 9. Contact James Congdon,J>O Box 2450 Santa
Fe, NM, 87501 or cnlll·757·8772.
5/12
CAMP COUNSELORS, COOKS, carL'Iaker needed
at summer camp in Jemez Mountains. 265·8786, 9·
4:30.
5/07
PART·TIME JOB, graduate students only. Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls, please. Saveway I.iquor
Stores, at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Men;~ul NE.
5/12
TWO PEOPLE NEEDED for summer crafts
program at First Unitarian Church. Employment-14
Sundays, June 1-Aug. 13. Sa!ary-$6 per Sunday per
person. Contact Terry Holmberg, 345·1801.
5/12
APPLY NOW FOR your summer job. 10 openings,
up to $190/wk. Call for appt. from 12·2 p.m. only.
881-4680.
5102
IMMEDIATE FULL-TIME and part-time openings
at the Dairy Queen. 2300 Centfal SE, 266-1212. 5/12
PART-TIME HELP wanted, nights an(! weekends;
no clerical. 265·2524.
5112
ADDRESS AND STUFF envelopes at home. Any age
or location, $800 per month poooible. See ad under
Personals. Triple "S,"
5/07
CALL RENE AT Dunhi!l Temporaries to investigate
short or long term work asslgmnents avl!ilable

ACROSS
1 Rushed
6 State
10 Kismet
14 Macaw
15 Famed fiddler
16lds
17 P.l. island
18 Luther fol~
lower
20 Femmes
21 Contradic:ted
22 Born
23 Father
25 Hammers
27 Nosegays
30 Auto gp.
31 Arab garment
32 Trimmed
.34 Thrashes
38 Ne,rdge
40 Approaches
42 Dominate
43 Appears
45 Lets fall
47 Crib
48 Pronoun
50 Easily
angered one
52- ulcer
56 Canape

spreads
57 Japanese
bay
58 Ingenious
60 Relative
63 Andiron site
65 A Poe
66 Pitches
67 Newts
68 Treaty org.
69 Fastener
70 Device: Suffix
71 Went wrong

throughout the sumrner. ij84·6734.
S/12
DIVISION OF GOVERNMENT research needs
work-studY quillified student for summer em·
ployment. Must be computer literate. 277-3305. 5/12
HELP WANTED: HIGHLAND Theater, part-time.
265-4515.
5112
SALESPERSON NEEDED 15 HOURS/week:
Lieber's LUj!l!age Outlet. 1406 Eubank NE between
10·12, Mon-Fri.
. 5/02
WORK-STUDY POSITION immedi!!te!y available.
Must be good typist. 277-5431.
5112

7.

TRAVEL

NEED A PASSENGER to help with travel expenses?
Adver1ise In the DAILY LOBO classified section. tFn
FALL-ACADEMIC YEAR 80-81 in South
America. Study with UNM in Quito. Information,
233 Ortega.
S/12
NEED RIDE TO San Francisco. Jane, 255·7731,
5/02

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

FLEA MARKET/FAMILY fun days, May 314,
Saturdl!y and Sunday, 10 a.m. to S p.m. Great buys
plus plant/bake sale, entertainment and tethered
balloon rides. Valle del Sol Community School, 3851
Rio Grande Blvd. NW at Griegos. 345-3766. Support
quality child care!
5/02

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved
r::PT'A:"'"=-rC~

S

A T A
P 0 M

DOWN

1 Knocks
2 Irish excla~
matlon: Var.
3 Thicket
4 Rubs out
5 Time period
6 Not measured
7 Duck
8 Molding edge
9 Inns
10 Bog
11 Maturing
12 "Off - the Wizard"
13 Colorado
park
19 Perfect

21 Started
24 Space
26 Loved one
27 Covers
28 Hautboy
29 Scorc:hes
33 Most gloomy
35 Sweetener;
2 words
36 Lamb's pen
name
37 Remit
39 Exude
41 Herring
44 Thong

46 Deposit
49 Edges
51 Kind of dive
52 Presents
53 -flu
54 Father Junipero55 Cunning
59 Eight: Prefix
61 Man's nlc:kname
62Trampled
64 Unusual
sense: Abbr.
65 Compass pt.

---~

5tl2

TWO BEDROOM, DINING, hardwood, fireplace,
beautiful yards, Hermosa Street. $49,500, 268·1236,
241·8647.
Yl2
CO/\C'ItHOUSE WITH SUNDECK, fenced, one
hednmm, SZOO. Also apts. 241·8647.
5112.
l!NM ARI'A TWO apar1mcnts fnr rent. !-bedroom,
SIS~. basement aPt., SIIS. No pet~. Call 293-1070
after S p.m.
5112
HOl'SE H>R REN'f !May 20th·Aug. 20th!, l bdr.
P~'!~ OK, mile from campus. StSO. 268·1126.
5112
\IN\1 FOUR BLOCKS, bargain, three bedroom,
carpeting, ;haded yards, kids, pets, S24S. Valley
5102
Rentals, 262-1751, fee.
'> WDENT SPECIAL: ONE bedroom, enormous
kit,hcn, central air, yard, S95, gas paid, 262·1751,
Valley llcntals, fcc.
S/02
DIKE TO CLASS, air conditioned, two bedroom,
laundry, major appliances, fenced, Sl70. Valley
Rentals, 262·17!11, fee.
5102
SHARI! LARGE COMFORTABLE house near
UNM. SISOIJno. includes utilites, phone, washer,
dryer, own batlt. Prefer graduate student, faculty.
5112
Frank, 243·4142, 293·0817.
NEED FEMAlt' TO share tWo bedroom near base.

Putt Putt
Golf Courses
2 for 1 Special
Receive one free game
of Putt Putt golf
with the purchase
of one game
at regular price.
with coupon
5100 San Mateo N.E.
9801 Lomas N.E.
(across from Los Alios park)

limit one coupon

per person per day
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New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under the heading (circle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housing; 5. For
Sale; 6. Em'ployment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

Classified Advertising Rates
16; per WQrd, $1.00 minumum charge
Terms· Cash in advance

•

Enclosed$--~-

Placed by -~----Telephone _ _ __

Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UN M Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

